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DATE: October 26, 2020

TO: Sacramento Regional Transit Board of Directors

FROM: Lisa Hinz, VP, Safety, Security and Customer Satisfaction

SUBJ: APPROVING THE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION AGENCY SAFETY
PLAN (PTASP)

RECOMMENDATION

Adopt the Attached Resolution.

RESULT OF RECOMMENDED ACTION

If approved by the Board, SacRT will be in compliance with Federal Transit
Administration Regulations (49 C.F.R. Part 637) and with the California Public Utilities
Commission General Order 164-E requiring public transit agencies like SacRT to adopt
a Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan (PTASP) no later than December 31, 2020.

FISCAL IMPACT
There is no fiscal impact with approving the Plan, however the future safety needs will
have a financial impact and will be incorporate into the budget process.

DISCUSSION

SacRT’s Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan (PTASP) is developed in
accordance with Federal and State mandates that require SacRT to establish and
implement such a plan. The regulations require the PTASP to be approved by the Board
of Directors.

The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) published the PTASP Regulation, 49 C.F.R.
Part 673, on July 19, 2018. The regulation implements a risk-based Safety Management
System (SMS) approach and requires SacRT to have a PTASP in place no later than
December 31, 2020.  The PTASP is one element of the FTA’s comprehensive Public
Transportation Safety Program. SacRT’s State Safety Oversight Agency, the California
Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) adopted the requirements of FTA’s regulation in its
General Order 164-E and is charged under the regulations with the review and approval
of agency PTASPs.

The PTASP explains SacRT’s safety processes.  The plan is a data driven approach to
manage hazards and includes performance measures and targets. A plan is
coordinated with internal stakeholders and the stakeholders will be provided with
training.
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The PTASP must be based on Safety Management System (SMS) Principles. The four
components to SMS are: safety management policy, safety risk management, safety
assurance and safety promotion.

The safety management policy assigns authorities, accountabilities and responsibilities
for all SacRT staff. There must also be integration with Emergency Management and
SMS documentation and records.

Safety risk management is the safety hazard identification process. This process also
includes safety risk assessment and safety risk mitigation.

Safety assurance is the safety performance monitoring and measurements process.
This includes management of change and continuous improvement. Examples of
performance measurements are reportable injuries, reportable safety events and
system reliability rail (meaning distance between major mechanical failures).

Safety promotion is the safety training program and safety communication.

Staff worked with the Rail Transit Safety Branch of the CPUC during the development of
the PTASP and submitted the final draft PTASP to the CPUC for preliminary approval of
the plan.  Once the plan is in effect, staff will regularly audit the plan to verify the
processes and programs are being followed and based on trends, implement strategies
for continuous safety improvement.  In addition to internal audits, the PTASP will also
be audited by the FTA and the CPUC at least triennially.

Staff recommends that the Board adopt the PTASP for SacRT.

TipSecPage



RESOLUTION NO. 20-10-0125

Adopted by the Board of Directors of the Sacramento Regional Transit District on this
date:

October 26, 2020

APPROVING THE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION AGENCY SAFETY PLAN (PTASP)

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS OF THE SACRAMENTO REGIONAL TRANSIT DISTRICT AS
FOLLOWS:

THAT, the Board hereby adopts the Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan as
depicted in Exhibit A.

A T T E S T:

HENRY LI, Secretary

By:

STEVE HANSEN, Chair

Cindy Brooks, Assistant Secretary
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Accountable Executive StatementSafety is recognized as a core value in Sacramento Regional Transit (SacRT) and impacts everythingwe do. I commit to championing culture of safety from the “top down” and will continue todemonstrate through my actions my commitment to safety and its importance in the success of ouragency and the health and wellbeing of our employees and customers.
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Our safety culture is founded upon these guiding principles:
 The team at SacRT relies on a high degree of trust and respect between staff and management.Everyone at SacRT has my promise that they will be supported in all decisions made in theinterest of safety.
 SacRT embodies a positive safety culture that is fostered by management and shared by allemployees. This positive safety culture is critical for the effective operation of our SafetyManagement System.
 SacRT recognizes safety as one of the organization’s primary core values and is continuallypromoted by the senior management team.
 The ongoing pursuit of an accident-free workplace, including no harm to people and nodamage to equipment, the environment or property.

Non-Punitive Reporting PolicySacRT embodies a culture of open reporting of all safety hazards in which management will notinitiate disciplinary action against any personnel who, in good faith, discloses a hazard or safetyoccurrence due to unintentional conduct. This policy applies to all personnel acting in accordancewith agency procedures and/or regulations. Personnel willfully acting outside of stated agency policy,regulations, or in commission of criminal acts will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
SummaryPublic Transportation Agency Safety Plan (PTASP) is a vital tool to link safety through all elements ofour operations with clear direction and visibility, allowing us to maintain the high level of safety we alltake pride in. As the SacRT PTASP evolves, we will maintain an open and constructive workingenvironment that supports continuous improvement and operational excellence throughout all levelsof our organization.
________________________________Henry LiGeneral ManagerDate:
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SacRT Board of Directors Approval(Adoption Anticipated October 2020)
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Introduction to Sacramento Regional Transit System

OverviewSacRT is governed by an 11-member Board of Directors comprised of members of the Sacramento,Citrus Heights, Elk Grove, Folsom and Rancho Cordova city councils as well as the Sacramento CountyBoard of Supervisors.
General Overview and History of SacRTSacRT is divided into nine (9) divisions: Operations, Administrative Services/EEO, Finance, Marketingand Communications, Facilities & Business Support Services, Engineering and Construction,Planning/Transit System Development, Legal, and Security, Safety, and Customer Satisfaction.The Public Transportation Safety Agency Plan (PTASP) applies to all organizational units affecting, oraffected by, the SacRT Light Rail system throughout operations and maintenance phases. The PTASPaddresses SacRT rail system planning, design, construction, procurement, installation, pre-revenuetesting, safety certification and startup. The Security and Emergency Preparedness Program Plan(SEPPP) is a separate program and is handled by SacRT’s Police Services Department for issuespertaining to security.SacRT employs a work force of approximately 1,300 people, 80 percent of whom are dedicated tofront-line operations and maintenance of the bus and light rail systems. SacRT operates sevenmaintenance and operations facilities: one for bus, three for Community Bus Services (Folsom StageLine, SmaRT Ride and SacRT GO) and two locations for light rail. SacRT also operates and maintains e-tran and e-van services in the City of Elk GroveThe Sacramento Regional Transit District (SacRT) operates 30 fixed routes, 19 commuter routes, 17seasonal routes in addition to nine SmaRT Ride on-demand microtransit service zones, ADAparatransit service (SacRT GO), Airport Express bus service (temporarily suspended due to ridershipimpacts from the COVID-19 pandemic), UC Davis service (Causeway Connection), and 43 miles of lightrail that covers a 400 square-mile service area.SacRT buses and light rail trains operate 365 days a year using 97 light rail vehicles, 186 busespowered by compressed natural gas (CNG), six zero emission electric buses, 26 shuttle buses poweredby CNG, nine zero emission electric shuttle buses, and 120 ADA paratransit vehicles. Buses operatedaily from 5 a.m. to 11 p.m. every 12 to 60 minutes, depending on the route. Light rail trains beginoperation at 4 a.m. with service every 15 minutes during the day, and every 30 minutes in the eveningand on weekends. Blue Line and Gold Line trains operate until approximately 12:30 a.m. and the GoldLine to Folsom operates until 11:30 p.m. Green Line trains operate every 30 minutes Monday throughFriday from approximately 6 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. (no weekend or holiday service).Passenger amenities include 52 light rail stations, 30 bus and light rail transfer centers and 22 park-and-ride lots. SacRT also serves over 3,100 bus stops throughout Sacramento County.Annual ridership has fluctuated recently on both bus and light rail systems and has grown from 14million passengers in 1987 to over 21 million passengers in FY19. Weekday light rail ridershipaverages approximately 37,500 passengers per day. Bus weekday ridership has reached an average ofapproximately 35,000 passengers per day (note: during the COVID-19 pandemic due to shelter in
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place orders, distance learning and telecommuting, ridership is averaging around 40% and growingevery month).SacRT’s entire bus and light rail system is accessible to the disabled community. SacRT GO paratransitservice also provides a door-to-door transportation service (in accordance with its responsibilitiesunder the Americans with Disabilities Act) for Sacramento area residents who are unable to use fixed-route service.With a total of nine active SmaRT Ride service zones, SacRT is the largest microtransit provider in thecountry, operating with 45 shuttle buses. SmaRT Ride service is on-demand using an app, website orphone, and operates in the communities of Arden, Carmichael, Citrus Heights, Downtown-Midtown-East Sacramento, Folsom, Franklin- South Sacramento, Gerber-Calvine, North Sacramento and RanchoCordova, with a focus on serving disadvantaged communities.The Causeway Connection electric bus service operates Monday through Friday from 5:30 a.m. to 8:50p.m. between the cities of Davis and Sacramento. When in service, the Airport Express bus operatesfrom downtown Sacramento to the Sacramento International Airport every 20/30 minutes, sevendays a week.
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Operations

The operational SacRT Rail System Map:
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Blue LineTrains stop at every station on the Blue Line and travel the entire line between the Watt/I-80 Stationand the Cosumnes River Station. Minimum scheduled headways are 30 minutes. Maximum scheduledheadways are 15 minutes during peak hours. Service is provided from 3:53AM to 12:59 AM weekdays,5:26 AM to 12:59 AM Saturdays, 4:57 AM to 10:59 PM on Sundays and holidays.Gold LineTrains stop at every station and travel the entire line between the Sacramento Valley Station atAmtrak and the Historic Folsom Station.  Minimum scheduled headways are 30 minutes. Maximumscheduled headways are 15 minutes during peak hours. Service is provided from 3:49 AM to 12:25 AMweekdays, 4:49 AM to 12:25 AM on Saturdays, and 4:50 AM to 10:25 PM on Sundays and holidays.Green LineTrains stop at every station on the Green Line and travel the entire line between the Township 9Station and the 13th Street Station. Scheduled headways are 30 minutes and service is provided from5:59 AM to 8:49 PM on weekdays only.  There is no Saturday, Sunday or holiday service.
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Definitions:

Accident means an Event that involves any of the following: A loss of life; a report of a serious injury toa person; a collision of public transportation vehicles; a runaway train; an evacuation for life safetyreasons; or any derailment of a rail transit vehicle, at any location, at any time, whatever the cause.
Accountable The one ultimately answerable for the correct and thorough completion of the deliverableor task, the one who ensures the prerequisites of the task are met and who delegates the work tothose responsible. An accountable must sign off or approve work that responsible provides. Theremust be only one accountable specified for each task or deliverable.
Accountable Executive means a single, identifiable person who has ultimate responsibility andaccountability for the implementation and maintenance of the Public Transportation Agency SafetyPlan (PTASP) of a public transportation agency; responsibility for carrying out the agency’s TransitAsset Management (TAM) Plan; and control or direction over the human and capital resources neededto develop and maintain both plans.
Application Program Interface (API) is a computing interface exposed by a software program, library,operating system or internet service, to allow third parties to use the functionality of that softwareapplication.
As Low as Reasonably Practicable (ALARP) is a term often used in the regulation and management ofsafety-critical and safety-involved systems. The ALARP principle is that the residual risk shall bereduced as far as reasonably practicable.

California Highway Patrol (CHP) inspects and oversees bus vehicle safety, and operator licensing.
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) serves as the State Safety Oversight Agency (SSOA) forthe FTAs rail-related operations.
Certifiable Elements List means a list that contains all facilities, systems, rail at-grade crossings, andother items that are subject to safety certification due to their safety functions.
Chief Safety Officer means an adequately trained individual who has responsibility for safety andreports directly to a transit agency’s chief executive officer, general manager, president, or equivalentofficer. A Chief Safety Officer may not serve in other operational or maintenance capacities, unless the
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Chief Safety Officer is employed by a transit agency that is a small public transportation provider asdefined in 49 CFR Part 673, or a public transportation provider that does not operate a rail fixedguideway public transportation system.
Consult Those whose opinions are sought, typically subject-matter experts; and with whom there istwo-way communication.
Contractor means an entity that performs tasks required on behalf of the Commission or Rail TransitAgency (RTA).Corrective Action Plan (CAP) means a plan developed by an RTA that describes the actions the RTAwill take to minimize, mitigate, control, correct, or eliminate hazards, and the schedule forimplementing those actions.
Event means any Accident, Incident, or Occurrence.
Existing Industry Standards means the currently accepted industry and professional engineeringstandards and/or guidelines relating to the design, construction, operation, and maintenance of RailFixed Guideway Systems such as ANSI, APTA, AREMA, ASCE, ASEE, ASME, FRA, FTA, IEEE, NFPA, andothers.
FRA means the Federal Railroad Administration.
FTA means the Federal Transit Administration.
General Orders means rules established by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC).
Hazard means any real or potential condition (as defined in the RTA's hazard management process)that can cause injury, illness, or death; damage to or loss of a system, equipment or property; ordamage to the environment.
Hazard Analysis means any analysis performed to identify hazards or safety risks for the purpose oftheir elimination, mitigation, or control.
Incident means an event that involves any of the following: a personal injury that is not a seriousinjury; one or more injuries requiring medical transport; or damage to facilities, equipment, rollingstock, or infrastructure that disrupts the operations of a transit agency.
Individual means a passenger; employee; contractor; other rail transit facility worker; pedestrian;trespasser; or any person on rail transit-controlled property.
Inform Those who are kept up-to-date on progress, often only on completion of the task ordeliverable; and with whom there is just one-way communication.
Integrated Risk Identification System (IRIS) means a centralized data collection software that collectsidentified safety risk throughout SacRT. The identified safety risks are then assessed and evaluatedbased upon the severity and probability.
Investigation means the process used to determine the causal and contributing factors of an accidentor hazard, so that actions can be identified to prevent recurrence.
Light Rail Vehicle (LRV) means a vehicle type with motive capability, driven by electric power takenfrom overhead lines, and configured for passenger traffic.
Mainline means all tracks used for the purpose of the movement of passengers on rail transit vehicles.Mainline does not include storage tracks, yard tracks or other tracks used for the purpose of storage.
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Major Projects (Projects) means new rail systems or extensions, the acquisition and integration of newvehicles and safety critical technologies into existing service or major safety critical redesign projects,excluding functionally and technologically similar replacements.
Occurrence means an Event without any personal injury in which any damage to facilities, equipment,rolling stock, or infrastructure does not disrupt the operations of a transit agency.
Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Manual contains the information required for the operation,maintenance, repair, and decommissioning of equipment, building, or a facility.
Organizational Safety Procedures (OSPs) means agency-wide procedures which define the agency’ssafety objectives and the accountabilities and responsibilities regarding managing specific safety risks.
Outlier means a data point that differs significantly from other observations. An outlier may be due tovariability in the measurement or it may indicate error; the latter are sometimes excluded from thedata set.
Passenger means a person who is on board, boarding, or alighting from a rail transit vehicle for thepurpose of travel.
Performance Criteria means categories of measures indicating the level of safe performance within atransit agency.
Performance target means a specific level of performance for a given performance measure over aspecified timeframe.
Person means any individual.
Personal Electronic Device (PED) means any wireless or portable electronic device. This includes, butis not limited to, wireless phones, personal digital assistants, smart phones, two-way pagers, portableinternet devices, laptop computers, DVD players, audio players, iPods, MP3 players, games, Bluetoothdevices, or any headphones or earbuds. The following devices are excluded from this definition:1. RTA-owned licensed radio communication equipment such as cab mounted or portable two-way radios with channels dedicated solely for RTA operations.2. Electronic or electrical devices prescribed by a licensed medical practitioner to permit anemployee to meet minimum levels of hearing ability as required by the RTA or contractor.3. Roadway worker protection devices.
Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan (PTASP) means the overarching organization-wide documentthat contains safety management processes. The PTASP utilizes safety management system (SMS)processes to achieve the objectives defined. The PTASP and SMS may be used interchangeably.
Rail Fixed Guideway System (RFGS) means any light, heavy, or rapid rail system, monorail, inclinedplane, funicular, trolley, cable car, automatic people mover, or automated guideway transit systemused for public transit and not regulated by the FRA or not specifically exempted by statute fromCommission oversight.
Rail Transit Agency (RTA) means the entity that plans, designs, constructs, and/or operates a RFGS.
Rail Transit-Controlled Property means property that is used by the RTA and may be owned, leased, ormaintained by the RTA.
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Rail Transit Vehicle means an RTA's rolling stock, including but not limited to passenger andmaintenance vehicles.
Responsible Those who do the work to complete the task. There is at least one role with a participationtype of responsible, although others can be delegated to assist in the work required. .
Risk Assessment Code (RAC) means assessed risks are expressed as a RAC, which is a combination ofone severity category and one probability level. The RAC provides a rating to classify the safety riskthat is present.
Risk-based decision making provides a process to ensure that optimal decisions, consistent with thegoals and perceptions of those involved are reached. This process ensures that all availableinformation is considered and used as appropriate to the decision at hand.
Risk elimination means a method or methods to remove the hazard or the effects of hazards.
Risk mitigation means a method or methods to reduce the effects of hazards.
Safety means freedom from harm resulting from unintentional acts or circumstances.
Safety Certification means the series of acts or processes that collectively verify the safety readiness ofa Project for public use.
Safety Certification Plan (SC Plan) means a Project-specific document developed by a RTA, whichensures that elements critical to safety are planned, designed, constructed, analyzed, tested, inspected,and implemented, and that employees are trained and rules and procedures followed, in compliancewith RFGS and regulatory safety requirements.
Safety Certification Verification Report (SCVR) means a Project-specific document that will be the finalcertificate of compliance verifying that the Project complies with all safety requirements identified byan RTA's SC Plan.
Safety Design Criteria means the organized listing of safety codes, regulations, rules, designprocedures, existing industry standards, recommended practices, analyses, handbooks and manualsprepared to provide guidance to Project designers in development of technical specifications thatmeet minimum safety parameters.
Security means freedom from harm resulting from intentional acts or circumstances.
Staff means Commission employees responsible for safety oversight of RTAs.
Safety Management Procedures means department level documented task specific processes defininghow safety risks will be managed in accordance with the Organizational Safety Procedures (OSP).Safety management procedures are typically appendices to Organizational Safety Procedures.
Safety Management System (SMS) means the formal, top-down, organization-wide approach tomanaging safety risk and assuring the effectiveness of a transit agency’s safety risk mitigation. SMSincludes systematic procedures, practices, and policies for managing risks and hazards. May be usedinterchangeably with PTASP.
Safety Performance Target means a Performance Target related to safety management activities.
Safety Promotion means a combination of training and communication of safety information tosupport SMS as applied to the transit agency’s public transportation system.
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Safety Risk means the assessed probability and severity of the potential consequence(s) of a hazard,using as reference the worst foreseeable, but credible, outcome.
Safety Risk Evaluation means the formal activity to determine Safety Risk Management priorities byestablishing the significance or value of its safety risks.
Safety Risk Management means process within the Safety Management System for identifying hazardsand analyzing, assessing, and mitigating safety risk.
Serious Injury means any injury which:1. Requires hospitalization for more than 48 hours, commencing within 7 days from the date ofthe injury was received;2. Results in a fracture of any bone, excluding simple fractures of fingers, toes, or nose;3. Causes severe hemorrhages, nerve, muscle, or tendon damage;4. Involves any internal organ; or5. Involves second- or third-degree burns, or any burns affecting more than 5 percent of the bodysurface, as estimated using the “Rule of Nines”.
State of Good Repair (SGR) means the condition in which a capital asset can operate at a full level ofperformance.
Subject Matter Expert (SME) is an individual with a deep understanding of, and wealth of experiencein, a particular job, process or technology.
System Security Plan (Security Plan) means a document adopted by an RTA detailing its securitypolicies, objectives, responsibilities, and procedures.
Transit Asset Management (TAM) Plan means the strategic and systematic practice of procuring,operating, inspecting, maintaining, rehabilitating, and replacing transit capital assets to manage theirperformance, risks, and costs over their life cycles, for the purpose of providing safe, cost-effective,and reliable public transportation.
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Safety	Policy
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Safety	PolicySafety Management Policy component is divided into four components:
 Safety Management Policy Statement
 Employee Safety Reporting Program
 Safety Policy Communication
 Safety Accountabilities and Responsibilities

1.1 Safety Management Policy StatementSacRT’s accountable executive, management, and staff recognizes that safety is a core value of theorganization. SacRT is committed to ensure that all employees are proactive in minimizing risk ofinjury or incident and will ensure that no disciplinary action will be taken against any employee forreporting an incident or a safety hazard to the agency’s management, while acting in accordancewith agency procedures and regulations. SacRT will maintain an open and constructive workingenvironment that supports continuous improvement of operational excellence throughout all levelsof SacRT.The purpose of the Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan (PTASP) and Organizational SafetyPolicies (OSPs) is to manage identifiable risks proactively and effectively. This is done by:
 Establishing safety policy, procedures and requirements that integrate safety in SacRTdecision making and operations;
 Identifying and managing risks related to safety;
 Obtaining consistent and optimal human and organizational performance;
 Establishing open lines of communication related to safety issues with anyone with whomthe organization exchanges services; and
 Actively seeking feedback on and improving the organizations safety management activities.An important part of ensuring that the PTASP is effective is setting out performance goals andmeasuring the performance of the safety management system relative to those goals. Theperformance goals of the SacRT PTASP are as follows:
 Identify internal trends relative to safety and review these trends to monitor safety relatedhazards.
 Maintain assigned time frames for managing safety related events and their associatedcorrective actions.
 Perform required audits and reviews on a timely basis to ensure the SacRT’s continuedability to carry out its activities effectively and safely.
 Continuously improve safety within the organization’s operations.
 Continuously monitor the safety management system for areas of improvement andimplement changes as required.SacRT’s Safety Management Policy is communicated to all personnel, management, executives,contractors, and to the Board of Directors.
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1.1.1 Scope and ApplicabilityThe PTASP Plan applies to all of SacRT’s transportation system modes including: the two fixed-routebus system modes - motor coaches and Community Bus Services (CBS); the two demand-responsemodes - SacRT GO and SmaRT Ride; and light rail operations and maintenance.The PTASP Plan defines SacRT’s technical and managerial safety activities of our transit system. ThePTASP Plan applies to all organizational units affecting, or affected by, the SacRT bus and rail systemsfrom planning through the operations and maintenance phases. Management’s compliance with thePTASP Plan ensures that its goals and objectives are achieved.The PTASP Plan demonstrates SacRT’s commitment to safety by identifying programs and processesthat minimize all safety events. This PTASP Plan complies with the requirements of 49 Code of FederalRegulations Parts 672, 673 and 674, issued by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), as well asGeneral Order 164 (Current Series), CPUC RTSB Program Standard, issued by the California PublicUtilities Commission (CPUC).
1.1.2 ObjectivesThe following are the objectives of the Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan:

 Identify, eliminate, and/or control hazards and their associated risks using safety managementsystem processes.
 Provide a level of safety in transit services that meets, and strives to exceed, industrystandards and practices.
 Improve safety communication throughout the agency.
 Continuously improve safety of our transportation system by incorporating innovativetechnologies and improved efficiencies.
 Achieve Vision Zero by eliminating all transit related traffic deaths.
 Ensure regulatory compliance.
 Provide a uniform frame of reference and accountability.

1.1.3 Manual StructureThe manual is structured with three interconnected components:1. Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan (PTASP) defines the following:a. The safety data and processes to collect it;b. The processes used to report safety risks;c. The processes to evaluate safety risks;d. The processes to mitigate or eliminate the safety risks; ande. How safety information is communicated throughout the organization.2. The Organizational Safety Policies (OSPs):a. The overarching organization-wide collection of documents containing safety policies;
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b. The policies are developed and maintained by the Safety Department; andc. Departmental safety procedures are appendices to the OSPs. The departmental safetyprocedures require review and approval by the Safety Department.3. Departmental Safety Procedures:a. The task-specific procedures define how each department will meet the policiesdefined in the PTASP and OSP.b. The Departmental Safety Procedures will be used as appendices to the OSPs.The Security and Emergency Preparedness Program Plan (SEPPP) is a separate program and ishandled by SacRT's Police Services Department for issues pertaining to security.
1.1.4 Public Transportation Agency Safety PlanSacRT’s PTASP establishes accountability and responsibility at the top levels of the organization,evidenced by the SacRT Board’s approval and the General Manager’s commitment to allocatenecessary resources to sustain and improve SacRT’s safety culture. This PTASP explains eachorganizational unit’s function within the larger SacRT transportation system and how accountabilityfor safety is integrated throughout the organization. This PTASP also describes the four SMScomponents integral to the successful implementation of PTASP within SacRT: Safety ManagementPolicy, Safety Risk Management, Safety Assurance, and Safety Promotion.This plan is designed to comply with 49 CFR Part 673, Part 674, and CPUC General Orders.SacRT’s Safety Management Policy component is divided into four elements:

 Safety Management Policy Statement
 Employee Safety Reporting Program
 Safety Policy Communication
 Safety Accountabilities and ResponsibilitiesSacRT’s Safety Risk Management component includes three sub-elements:
 Safety Hazard Identification
 Safety Risk Assessment
 Safety Risk MitigationSacRT’s Safety Assurance component includes three sub-elements:
 Safety Performance Monitoring and Measurement
 Management of Change
 Continuous ImprovementSacRT’s Safety Promotion component includes the following sub-elements:
 Safety Risk Communication
 SSOA Communication
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 Safety Management System Committees
 Hazard Resolution Fire Life Safety Committee
 Public Safety Training
 Drug and Alcohol Program
 Safety Competency and Training Program
 Safety Communication

1.1.5 Organizational Safety Policies (OSPs)The OSP is the overarching organization-wide document containing safety policies. The policies aredeveloped and maintained by the Safety DepartmentDepartmental safety procedures are appendices to the OSPs. The departmental safety proceduresrequire review and approval by the Safety Department.The following procedures are part of the OSP:
Procedure Name Purpose Procedure

DeveloperEvent InvestigationProcedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesfor accident investigation.
 Identification of factors thatcaused or contributed to theaccident and setting forth aCorrective Action Plan (CAP) asappropriate.
 Compliant with 49 CFR Parts 673,674, CPUC GO-164 (currentseries).

Safety Department

Aerial Work PlatformProcedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding aerial work platforms.
 Describes procedure for safe useand operation of aerial workplatform.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulationsrequirements.

Safety Department

Asbestos AwarenessProcedure  Establishes requirements oncontrolling asbestos exposure inorder to protect employees andcontractors.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8

Safety Department
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Procedure Name Purpose Procedure
DeveloperCalifornia Code of Regulationsrequirements, and EnvironmentalProtection Agency (EPA).Bloodborne Pathogen andInfection PreventionProcedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesduring blood and/or bodily fluidclean up.

 Minimize the safety and healthhazards and risk to personnelrelated to bloodborne pathogensand infection.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations,and Health and Safety Coderequirements.

Safety Department

Business Continuity andRecovery Plan  Defines roles and responsibilitiesduring emergencies.
 Defines the coordination withFederal, State, Regional, and LocalOfficials regarding emergencypreparedness response.
 Describes the emergencypreparedness evaluation process.
 This document meets therequirements of 49 CFR Part673.11.

Safety Department

Confined Space Procedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding confined space entry.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations.

Safety Department
Contagious Disease ResponsePlan  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding contagious diseaseresponse.

 Describes the contagious diseaseresponse process.
 Defines the coordination withFederal, State, Regional, and LocalOfficials regarding contagious

Safety Department
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Procedure Name Purpose Procedure
Developerdisease response.Electrical Worker SafetyProcedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding electrical worker safety.

 Minimize the safety and healthhazards and risk to personnelrelated to discharge of electricalenergy when working within thearc flash boundary distance.
 Provide a uniform frame ofreference for work on or nearenergized conductors orequipment.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations, andNFPA 70E Standards.

Safety Department

Fall Protection Procedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding fall protectionrequirements.
 Compliant with Title 8 CaliforniaCode of Regulations.

Safety Department

Fire Prevention Procedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding fire prevention.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations.

Safety Department
Hazard CommunicationProcedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding hazard communication.

 Describes the process for hazardcommunication.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations.

Safety Department

Hazardous MaterialsManagement Procedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding management ofhazardous materials.
 Describes how to managehazardous materials.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations,

Safety Department
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Procedure Name Purpose Procedure
DeveloperTitle 40 Environmental ProtectionAgency, Title 49 Department ofTransportation.Hearing ConservationProcedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding hearing conservation.

 Describes the process for hearingconservation.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations.

Safety Department

Heat Illness Awareness andPrevention Plan  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding heat illness awarenessand prevention.
 Describes the process for heatillness communication, awareness,prevention.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations.

Safety Department

Hot Work Procedure  Minimize the safety and healthhazards and risk to personnelrelated hot work.
 Describes the process during workinvolving hot work.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations.

Safety Department

Illness and Injury PreventionPlan (IIPP)  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding illness and injuryprevention.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations,Labor Code, and Penal Code.

Safety Department

Job Hazard AnalysisProcedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding workplace hazardevaluation and analysis.
 Describes the process foranalyzing, and communication ofworkplace hazard(s).
 Compliant with applicable Title 8

Safety Department
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Procedure Name Purpose Procedure
DeveloperCalifornia Code of Regulations.Ladder Safety Procedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding ladder safety.

 Describes procedures regardingsafe use of ladders.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations.

Safety Department

Lock-Out/Tag-Out Procedure(LO/TO)  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding LO/TO.
 Minimize the safety and healthhazards and risk to personnelrelated to hazardous energysources.
 Provide a uniform frame ofreference when performingLO/TO.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations,and NFPA 70E Standards.

Safety Department

Operations and MaintenanceProcedure for Paint Shops  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding operations andmaintenance of the Paint Shops.
 Minimize the safety and healthhazards and risk to personnelrelated to hazardous materialsused when painting.
 Provide a uniform frame ofreference when operating andmaintaining the Paint Shops.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations,and Sacramento Metropolitan AirQuality Management District(SMAQMD).

Safety Department

Personal ProtectiveEquipment (PPE) Procedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding PPE.
 Describes procedure to ensure

Safety Department
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Procedure Name Purpose Procedure
Developerappropriate PPE is available to theworkers, when required.

 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations.Powered Industrial TruckProcedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding powered industrialtruck.
 Describes procedure for safe useand operation of poweredindustrial trucks.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations.

Safety Department

Respiratory Protection Plan  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding respiratory protection.
 Describes procedure forrespiratory protection.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations.

Safety Department

Safety CertificationProcedure  Certification process to ensuresafety concerns and hazards areadequately addressed prior toinitiation of passenger operationsfor major projects andmodifications.
Safety Department

Scaffold Procedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding scaffold requirements.
 Describes procedure for safe useof scaffold.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations.

Safety Department

Silica Hazard Awareness andControl Procedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding silica hazard awarenessand control.
 Minimize the safety and healthhazards and risk to personnelrelated to silica exposure.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8

Safety Department
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Procedure Name Purpose Procedure
DeveloperCalifornia Code of Regulations.Spill Prevention, Control, andCountermeasures Procedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding spill prevention, controland countermeasures.

 Describes procedure for spillprevention, control, andcountermeasure.
 Compliant with applicable Title 24California Code of Regulations,Health and Safety Code, and STISP001.

Safety Department

Universal Waste ManagementProcedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding management ofuniversal waste.
 Describes how to properly manageuniversal waste.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations,Title 40 Environmental ProtectionAgency, Title 49 Department ofTransportation.

Safety Department

Worker Protection StandardProcedure (EPA)  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding worker protection.
 Describes procedures for workerprotection.

Safety Department

The following policies and procedures are incorporated by reference to the OSP. These documents aredeveloped and managed by other departments. This includes:
Procedure Name Purpose Procedure

DeveloperBasic Bus Operator’sTraining  Describe basic safe operations of abus. Bus Operations
Basic LRV Operator’sTraining  Describe basic safe operations of alight rail vehicle. Light Rail Operations
Bus Maintenance StandardOperating Procedures,  Describe procedures to ensuresafe work procedure for Bus Maintenance
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Procedure Name Purpose Procedure
DeveloperBulletins, Rules, and Notices maintaining buses.

 Provide a uniform frame ofreference performingmaintenance on bus.
 Provide a uniform communication.
 Compliant applicable CaliforniaCode of Regulations, CaliforniaHighway Patrol, and FederalTransit Agency.Coach Operator Rule Book  Describe basic safe operations of abus.
 Compliant with applicableCalifornia Code of Regulations.

Bus OperationsCommunity BusService (CBS)SacRT GOSmaRT Ridee-TransChange Review Committee  Identifies internal and externalsources of change;
 Documentation of communicationand coordination activities
 Use of documented field activitiesto help identify changes in theoperational environment that maynot have been planned;
 Develop criteria to identify anddetermine the extent of changes inthe operational environment thatwould trigger the initiation ofmanagement of change activities;
 Documented criteria ensuringinformation regardingmanagement of change activity isdistributed to all relevant servicedelivery functions.

EngineeringDepartment

Defensive Driving  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding defensive driving.
 Describe procedures to ensuredefensive driving when driving acompany vehicle.

Operations Trainers

Drug and Alcohol Program  Policies and Procedures to ensurecompliance with 49 CFR Part 655 Labor Relations
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Procedure Name Purpose Procedure
Developerfor safety sensitive personnel.Facilities and EquipmentSafety Inspection Program  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding facilities maintenance.

 Provide a uniform frame ofreference when performingfacilities maintenance.
FacilitiesMaintenance

LRV Operations StandardOperating Procedures,Bulletins, and Notices  Describe procedures to ensureworker, contractor, and publicsafety on the right-of-way.
 Provide a uniform frame ofreference when operating a lightrail vehicle.
 Provide a uniform communication.
 Compliant with applicable CPUCGeneral Order requirement.

Light Rail Operations

Light Rail Vehicle (LRV)Maintenance StandardOperating Procedures,Bulletins, Rules, and Notices
 Describe procedures to ensuresafe work procedure formaintaining the light rail vehicles.
 Provide a uniform frame ofreference performingmaintenance on a light rail vehicle,camera, and recording devices.
 Provide a uniform communication.
 Compliant with applicable CPUCGeneral Order requirement.

LRV Maintenance

Maintenance of WayStandard OperatingProcedures, Bulletins, andNotices
 Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding maintenance of way.
 Provide a uniform frame ofreference when performingmaintenance of way.
 Compliant with applicable CPUCGeneral Order requirements.

Wayside Department

On-Track Safety Procedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding on-track safety.
 Describes procedures to ensureworker, and contractor safety

Wayside Department
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Procedure Name Purpose Procedure
Developerwhen work on or near the tracks.

 Compliant with applicable CPUCGeneral Order.Operation and Maintenance(O&M) Manuals  Contains the information requiredfor the operation, maintenance,repair, and decommissioning ofequipment, building, facility, andthe development of operationalrules and procedures.
VariousDepartments

Personal Electronic Device(PED) Procedure  Defines devices which fall underPED.
 Describes prohibited use of PEDwhen operating full size bus, CBSbus, light rail vehicle, or any on-track maintenance vehicle whilehigh-railed.
 Compliant with applicable CPUCGeneral Order requirement, andCalifornia Vehicle Code (CVC).

TransportationDepartments

Procurement Procedure  Measures, controls, andassurances in place to ensuresafety principles andrequirements, and designatedrepresentative are included in theprocurement process.
ProcurementDepartment

Regional Transit RailOperation Rule book – LightRail Employees  Describe procedures to ensureworker, contractor, and publicsafety on the right-of-way.
 Provide a uniform frame ofreference when operating a lightrail vehicle.
 Compliant with applicable CPUCGeneral Order requirements.

Light Rail Operations

Roadway Worker ProtectionProcedure  Defines roles and responsibilitiesregarding roadway workerprotection.
 Describes procedures to ensureworker, and contractor roadway

Wayside Department
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Procedure Name Purpose Procedure
Developerprotection.

 Compliant with applicable CPUCGeneral Order.SacRT Personnel PolicyManual  Provide a uniform frame ofreference for SacRT personnel.
 Compliant with applicable Title 8California Code of Regulations, andPublic Utilities Code.

Human Resources

SacRT Organization Chart  Illustrate the roles,responsibilities, and chains ofcommand within the organization. Office of the GeneralManager
SacRT System Overview  Organizational structure is clearlydefined and includes:

o History and scope of service;
o Physical characteristics ofoperations.

CommunicationDepartment
SacRT Records RetentionPolicy  Defines the retention period for alldocuments, records, and filesrelated to SacRT administrationand operations.

Office of the GeneralCounsel
Security and EmergencyPreparedness Program Plan(SEPPP)  Incident management systems,and external plans forcoordinating with local lawenforcement, other localresponders, local planningagencies, and state or federalagencies.

 The basic principles and conceptsare applicable to all emergencysituations.
 Annual exercises are used toevaluate emergency preparedness,and document performancefindings.

SacRT PoliceServices
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1.1.6 Record KeepingSacRT will maintain PTASP documentation and ensure that all documentation will be maintained for aperiod of no less than four (4) years after they are created. These documents must be made availableupon request by the Federal Transit Administration or other Federal entity, or a State Safety OversightAgency having jurisdiction in compliance with §673.31. This is in compliance with SacRT RecordsRetention Policy.
1.1.7 Changes to ManualThe PTASP will be reviewed and reaffirmed or updated annually. This process will be facilitated by theSafety Department. Departments may recommend changes throughout the year when the need for achange is identified. All SacRT employees may submit proposed PTASP changes to their departmentmanagement. Department Heads will submit proposed changes to the Safety Department.The Safety Department is responsible for the preparation, maintenance and updating of the PTASP.The Safety Department will maintain SMS documentation and ensure that all SMS documentation willbe maintained for a period of no less than four years after they are created. Changes to this PTASP thatare urgent in order to meet regulatory compliance can be made by the position fulfilling the ChiefSafety Officer role in concurrence with the approval of the General Manager/CEO. The annual reviewwill be completed by the fourth quarter of each calendar year, and will be ready for SacRT Board ofDirector’s approval by January of the following year.Any change to the PTASP requires:

 SacRT must notify the CPUC, by letter, before February 15th of each year, and certify the PTASPwill be modified or updated. This will be done in compliance with CPUC GO 164 (currentseries).
 Review and acceptance of the planned changes by the California Public Utilities Commission.
 Acceptance by the SacRT Board of Directors.
 Management of change is required for each department impacted to ensure personnel havethe knowledge, skills, and supporting procedures to succeed.

1.2 Employee Safety Reporting System

1.2.1 ReportingAll personnel are encouraged and required to report safety risks they encounter during their workactivities.
1.2.2 Non-Punitive ReportingSacRT embodies a culture of open reporting of all safety hazards in which management will notinitiate disciplinary action against any personnel who, in good faith, discloses a hazard or safetyoccurrence due to unintentional conduct.This applies to all personnel acting in accordance with agency procedures and/or regulations.
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1.2.3 Exempted ActionsPersonnel willfully acting outside of stated agency policy, procedures, regulations, or in commission ofcriminal acts will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
1.2.4 Right to Refuse Dangerous Work and Good Faith ChallengePersonnel that believe working conditions are unsafe or unhealthful should:

 Inform their Supervisor of the need to correct the hazard, or to assign other work;
 Advise the Supervisor that you cannot perform the work unless and until the hazard iscorrected;
 Report the event through the reporting portal;
 Contact the Safety Department; and
 Remain at the worksite until directed otherwise.Your right to refuse to do a task is protected if all of the following conditions are met:
 Where possible, you have asked for the danger to be eliminated, and the condition was notcorrected; and
 You refused to work in “good faith.” This means that you must genuinely believe that animminent danger exists; and
 A reasonable person would agree that there is a real danger of death or serious injury; and
 There isn’t enough time, due to the urgency of the hazard, to get it corrected through regularreporting procedures.
 Personnel working in light rail operations, wayside maintenance, and light rail vehiclemaintenance have an additional defined Good Faith Challenge procedure, in compliance withCPUC GO 175 (current series).

1.2.5 Whistle Blower ProtectionSacRT will not discharge or in any manner retaliate against personnel because the individual: filed anycomplaint or instituted or caused to be instituted any proceeding under or related to the OccupationalSafety and Health Act.
1.3 Roles and Responsibilities
1.3.1 General Manager/CEO-Accountable ExecutiveThe Accountable Executive will:

 Controls the financial and human resources that are necessary for the activities andoperations, including the establishment and implementation of the Public TransportationAgency Safety Plan (PTASP), Transit Asset Management (TAM) Plan, and the OrganizationalSafety Policies (OSPs).
 Ensure that SacRT PTASP and OSP are effectively implemented throughout SacRT.
 Monitor SacRT safety performance and address substandard performance.
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 Be accountable and responsible for setting the tone for the PTASP and enabling a positivesafety culture within the organization.
1.3.2 Executive Management Team (EMT)The Executive Management Team will:

 Be accountable for ensuring compliance with all PTASP and OSP requirements applicable totheir department(s).
 Be accountable for the timely completion of corrective action plans (CAPs) assigned to theirdepartment(s)
 Be accountable for the identification of needed change management within theirdepartment(s).
 Be accountable for the establishment of a positive safety culture within their department(s).
 Be accountable for the dissemination of safety related information to personnel.
 Analyze any information deemed to be related to safety that is received from any person withwhom  they exchange services and take appropriate action to mitigate any hazard to safety.
 Report any safety risks identified.
 Consist of the General Manager, all Chiefs, General Council, and Vice-Presidents.

1.3.3 Senior Management Team (SMT)The Senior Management Team will:
 Be responsible for ensuring compliance with all PTASP and OSP requirements applicable totheir department(s).
 Be responsible for the timely completion of corrective action plans (CAPs) assigned to theirdepartment(s).
 Be responsible for the identification of needed change management within theirdepartment(s).
 Be responsible for the establishment of a positive safety culture within their department(s).
 Be accountable for the dissemination of safety related information to personnel.
 Analyze any information deemed to be related to safety that is received from any person withwhom they exchange services with and take appropriate action to mitigate any hazard tosafety.
 Report any safety risks identified.
 Consist of the Assistant Vice-Presidents, Superintendents, Managers, and Supervisors.

1.3.4 Vice President of Safety, Security, and Customer SatisfactionThe Vice President of Safety, Security, and Customer Satisfaction is accountable for:
 Representing the needs of the Safety, Security, and Customer Satisfaction Departments to theExecutive Management Team (EMT).
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 Reports directly to the Accountable Executive.
 This position will serve as the Chief Safety Officer.
 Has accountability for day-to-day implementation of the PTASP.
 Advocating on behalf of the Safety Department to have the appropriate resources.
 Ensuring the Safety Department shall be involved in all stages including the conceptual design,procurement, construction, integrated testing, safety certification and also throughout theoperational life cycle of the system.
 Presenting the Accountable Executive, Legal, Risk Management, and involved EMT of all RiskRegister items classified as being in the “Serious” category when continued operation is underconsideration. Continued operation requires review and acceptance by the involved EMTmembers, Safety, Risk Management, Legal, and the Accountable Executive, with monthlyupdates.
 Presenting and updating the Accountable Executive, Legal, Risk Management, and involvedEMT of all Risk Register items classified as being in the “Medium” category when continuedoperation is occurring. These updates are to be provided twice a year.
 Providing the Safety Department with priorities and concerns identified by the AccountableExecutive and the EMT.
 Administrative oversight and stewardship of the Safety Department.
 Develop a positive top-down Safety Culture throughout the EMT.

1.3.5 Senior Manager of Environmental, Health, and System Safety and the
Safety Department PersonnelThe Safety Department is directed and empowered to develop, administer and implement acomprehensive PTASP and OSP with specific goals and objectives, purposes, programs and activitiesto prevent, control and resolve unsafe conditions/hazards which may occur during the life cycle of thetransportation systems. The Safety Department shall be involved in all stages including the conceptualdesign, procurement, construction, integrated testing, safety certification and also throughout theoperational life cycle of the system.The Safety Department works with all departments and executive leadership to provide information,identify safety concerns, conduct internal reviews and inspections, develop recommendations andcorrective action plans to address safety concerns, track and verify the Implementation orrecommendations and corrective action plans, and report, on a regular basis, to EMT.The Safety Department is responsible for the overall effectiveness of the SacRT PTASP and OSPthrough the following actions:

 Create, document, and maintain procedures for managing safety related hazards and incidents,including risk analysis and management.
 Maintain and support a reporting and data collection system for collecting and communicatinginformation relating to safety related hazards and incidents.
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 Assist in the investigation of safety related hazards and incidents and the determination of anyrelated corrective actions.
 Monitor the implementation of corrective action plans (CAPS) to ensure that they are effective.
 Ensure that safety related information is disseminated to personnel, including theinterdepartmental communication of safety related information with managers.
 Ensure that all personnel are trained in the concepts, principles and operation of the safetymanagement system.
 Maintain training records for all safety training.
 Manage all records and documents resulting from the PTASP and OSP.
 Promote safety management system principles in all aspects of the operation and positivelyengage with staff in discussions of safety policy and continuous improvement.

1.3.6 Director of Bus MaintenanceThe Director of Bus Maintenance is accountable to ensure the activities of the following departmentsare compliant with the PTASP and OSP:
 Bus maintenance
 Non-revenue vehicle maintenance

1.3.7 Director of Light Rail MaintenanceThe Director of Light Rail Maintenance is accountable to ensure the activities of the followingdepartments are compliant with the PTASP and OSP:
 Light Rail Vehicle Maintenance
 Track Maintenance
 Traction Power Maintenance
 Rail Signal Maintenance

1.3.8 Superintendent of Bus MaintenanceThe Superintendent of Bus Maintenance is responsible for ensuring the responsibilities of thedepartment are met and to:
 Provide top-down leadership and promote a positive safety culture
 Ensure safety reporting is completed in the IRIS database of:

o Maintenance Failure Reports
o Identified bus life-safety related inspection deficiencies
o Deferred maintenance tracking and reporting
o Life safety deficiencies identified during inspection of buses and non-revenue vehicles

 Timely development, completion, and submission of Corrective Action Plans (CAPs)
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1.3.9 Superintendent of Light Rail Vehicle MaintenanceThe Superintendent of light Rail Vehicle Maintenance is responsible for ensuring the responsibilitiesof the department are met and to:
 Provide top-down leadership and promote a positive safety culture
 Ensure safety reporting is completed in the IRIS database of:

o Maintenance Failure Reports
o Identified LRV life safety related inspection deficiencies
o Deferred maintenance
o Life safety deficiencies identified during inspection of LRVs

 Timely development, completion, and submission of Corrective Action Plans (CAPs)
1.3.10 Bus MaintenanceBus Maintenance is responsible for providing a safe and mechanically reliable fleet of buses and non-revenue vehicles. The bus maintenance system utilizes preventive maintenance programs whichinvolve performing maintenance on vehicles at regularly scheduled mileage or life cycle drivenintervals. The intent is to retain vehicles in a condition compatible with safety, dependability andappearance standards. Well-designed preventive maintenance procedures, and enforcement of theseprocedures, maintain the effectiveness of these maintenance programs and provide regulatorycompliance.The Preventive Maintenance Program strives to identify problem areas before they require correctivemaintenance. Therefore, reporting requirements are developed for each inspection procedure tosupport future preventive maintenance activities as well as effectively communicate the specific needfor corrective maintenance. The flow of information between preventive and corrective maintenanceactivities is critical to the success of both types of maintenance.Records of actions are maintained in the Bus Maintenance Shop for the four prior calendar years, andinclude the following:

 Inspection - All vehicles are subjected to a periodic inspection program to determine ifconditions exist that require a maintenance action. The level and frequency of inspections isconsistent with contractor and supplier recommendations, industry standards, criticality ofthe equipment, probability of finding a defect and operational experience.
 Servicing - Servicing consists of regularly scheduled activities that are necessary to maintainthe performance of the vehicle and its components. These activities include lubrication andadjustment and may also involve the replacement of consumable parts. Servicing schedulesare normally provided by equipment manufacturers in their maintenance manuals. Althoughmanufacturer recommendations will be followed during the warranty period of vehicles,servicing schedules may subsequently be modified to suit the operational conditions.
 Cleaning -All active buses are swept, cleaned, and wiped down daily, floors are scrubbed atleast weekly, and exterior washed weekly.
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 Video Recording Retention - Video recordings shall be saved and retained on a separatestorage media if a Bus Operator is observed violating SacRT rules. Recordings shall be retainedat least until the last appeal of any litigation or disciplinary action is completed.
 Preventive maintenance requirements will be developed by the manufacturer together withmaintenance management, and performance will be monitored to verify adequacy. Therequirements will be revised as needed to address a changing environment.
 Deferred Maintenance will be submitted in the Integrated Risk Identification System for safetyrisk evaluation, and determine if the deferral is acceptable.
 Maintenance Failure reports will be submitted in the Integrated Risk Identification System forsafety risk evaluation.

1.3.11 Light Rail Vehicle MaintenanceLight Rail Vehicle Maintenance is responsible for providing a safe and mechanically reliable fleet ofrail cars and Hi-Rail equipment. The rail vehicle maintenance system utilizes preventive maintenanceprograms which involve performing maintenance on vehicles at regularly scheduled mileage or lifecycle driven intervals. The intent is to retain vehicles in a condition compatible with safety,dependability and appearance standards. Well-designed preventive maintenance procedures, andenforcement of these procedures, maintain the effectiveness of these maintenance programs andprovide regulatory compliance.The Preventive Maintenance Program strives to identify problem areas before they require correctivemaintenance. Therefore, reporting requirements are developed for each inspection procedure tosupport future preventive maintenance activities as well as effectively communicate the specific needfor corrective maintenance. The flow of information between preventive and corrective maintenanceactivities is critical to the success of both types of maintenance.Records of actions are maintained in the Light Rail Vehicle Maintenance Shop for the four priorcalendar years, and include the following:
 Inspection - All rail vehicles are subjected to a periodic inspection program to determine ifconditions exist that require a maintenance action. The level and frequency of inspections isconsistent with contractor and supplier recommendations, industry standards, criticality ofthe equipment, probability of finding a defect and operational experience.
 Servicing - Servicing consists of regularly scheduled activities that are necessary to maintainthe performance of the vehicle and its components. These activities include lubrication andadjustment and may also involve the replacement of consumable parts. Servicing schedulesare normally provided by equipment manufacturers in their maintenance manuals. Althoughmanufacturer recommendations will be followed during the warranty period of rail vehicles,servicing schedules may subsequently be modified to suit the conditions of the rail system.
 Cleaning -All active rail vehicles are swept and cleaned daily, major interior scrubbed monthly,and exterior washed weekly.
 Video Recording Retention - Video recordings shall be saved and retained on a separatestorage media if a rail transit vehicle operator is observed violating CPUC GO 172 (currentseries). Recordings shall be retained at least until the last appeal of any litigation ordisciplinary action is completed.
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 Preventive maintenance requirements will be developed by the car builder together withmaintenance management, and performance will be monitored to verify adequacy. Therequirements will be revised as needed to address a changing environment.
 Beyond preventive maintenance, SacRT also has a Siemens Rebuild Program, which includes:truck overhaul; replacement of motor alternators with static inverters; and overhaul, upgradeor replacement of various other components on these vehicles.
 Deferred Maintenance will be submitted in the Integrated Risk Identification System for safetyrisk evaluation, and determine if the deferral is acceptable.
 Maintenance Failure reports will be submitted in the Integrated Risk Identification System forsafety risk evaluation.

1.3.12 Superintendent of Wayside MaintenanceThe Superintendent of Wayside Maintenance is responsible for ensuring the responsibilities of thedepartment are met and to:
 Provide top-down leadership and promote a positive safety culture
 Ensure safety reporting is completed in the IRIS database of:

o Failure Reports
o Identified life safety related inspection deficiencies
o Deferred maintenance
o Life safety deficiencies identified during inspection of the system

 Timely development, completion, and submission of Corrective Action Plans (CAPs)
1.3.13 Track MaintenanceInspection, maintenance and construction programs are required by CPUC General Orders (GO)143(current series), Section 14.05. A systematic inspection and maintenance program has beenestablished in accordance with Title 49, Section 213.9 of the Federal Regulations as required by CPUCGO 143(current series), Section 14.05. Records of periodic track inspections showing the defects anddeviations from the adopted standards along with the corrective action taken are kept on file for thefour previous calendar years.Frequent track inspection is performed to identify potential safety hazards and to report on thechanging conditions of track geometry. Main line track is required to be inspected twice each weekwith at least one day interval between inspections. Track geometry and fit is inspected for obviousgage and alignment defects, improper ballast section and washouts, tightness and proper fit of switchpoints and other moving parts. Rail is checked for cracks, deterioration, corrugation, excessive wear.Inspection is conducted of footwalks, handrails, signs and signals for any obvious deficiencies. Thereare also inspections of the right-of-way for possible clearance infringements, such as vegetationgrowth.

 Deferred Maintenance will be submitted in the Integrated Risk Identification System for safetyrisk evaluation, and determine if the deferral is acceptable.
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 Track Inspection and repair reports will be submitted in the Integrated Risk IdentificationSystem for safety risk evaluation to allow trending.
1.3.14 Traction Power MaintenanceThe Traction Power Section preventive maintenance plan is a scheduled program that was developedthrough standard maintenance and operating procedures based on manufacturer recommendationsand experience. Inspection forms have been developed for each piece of equipment and documentthat the preventive maintenance has been performed. These forms are reviewed prior to being filed todetermine whether further action is needed. A spreadsheet lists all equipment and associatedpreventive maintenance intervals. Groups of inspectors are assigned specific areas for which theyhave responsibility of completing preventive maintenance as scheduled. Records of traction powermaintenance and inspection activity, including any defects or deviations from the adopted standards,are kept on file for the four previous calendar years.The corrective maintenance plan consists of trouble-shooting failures and returning equipment toservice. Personnel are dispatched by Metro Control via radio regardless of their assigned preventivemaintenance areas. Once on the scene, the inspector will determine what the failure is and take thecorrective measures necessary to maintain continuity of revenue service. Temporary repairs are madein order to maintain revenue service and permanent repairs are scheduled for non-revenue hours.

 Deferred Maintenance will be submitted in the Integrated Risk Identification System for safetyrisk evaluation, and determine if the deferral is acceptable.
 Traction Power failure and repair reports will be submitted in the Integrated RiskIdentification System for safety risk evaluation to allow trending.

1.3.15 Rail Signal MaintenanceThe Rail Signal Section preventive maintenance plan is a scheduled program routinely performed atspecific intervals. The maintenance intervals are set by equipment O&M manuals, and by trackingequipment performance through routine inspections and failure reports. Manpower deployment isaccomplished by means of a check off schedule which lists the routine tasks to be accomplished duringthe set time frame. This system is designed to prevent duplication of tasks and provide a meanswhereby many different tasks can be performed in an efficient and timely manner. Reports are filedfor each task that is completed and are reviewed to determine if any further action is needed. Theobjectives of the preventive maintenance plan are to:
 Ensure operational safety and system dependability by means of periodic testing andinspections;
 Reduce service failures;
 Prolong equipment life;
 Minimize maintenance costs; and
 Optimize resource allocations.The corrective maintenance plan consists of troubleshooting failures, the repairing of failedequipment and returning equipment to operations in a safe, efficient and timely manner. Equipmentfailures which affect the operation of revenue service are handled by immediate response crewswhich are notified by Metro Control through radio dispatched trouble calls. Failed equipment is
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replaced in kind and repaired later in order to minimize disruption to revenue service. Troublereports are filed by the response crews to track equipment failures and to aid in troubleshooting thefailed equipment. Equipment is repaired in-house whenever possible or through an exchangeprogram with the manufacturer and returned to stores as spare equipment. The philosophy of thecorrective maintenance plan is to repair failed equipment as quickly as possible with minimal effecton revenue service. Grade crossings shall be maintained to comply with the CPUC GO 143(currentseries), GO 75(current series), and FRA requirements – Title 49 CFR Part 234.
 Deferred Maintenance will be submitted in the Integrated Risk Identification System for safetyrisk evaluation, and determine if the deferral is acceptable.
 Signal failure and repair reports will be submitted in the Integrated Risk Identification Systemfor safety risk evaluation to allow trending.

1.3.16 Directors of Bus OperationsThe Directors of Bus Operations are accountable for verifying bus operations meet all safetyrequirements. Bus Operations is responsible for the training of personnel as required to verifycompliance with Rules and Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).The Directors of Bus Operations are accountable for the following activities:
 Confirm that Bus Operators have the required licenses and up-to-date medical certificates.
 Make urgent changes in rules and procedures by issuing bulletins and notices to BusOperators; and to ensure that the Daily Bulletins are made available to every Operator.
 Develop and maintain bus system emergency preparedness and response plans for busfacilities.
 Conduct/participate in emergency preparedness drills at least once every year.
 Train new Bus Operators in rules pertaining to safe vehicle operation, emergency proceduresand injury and illness prevention; perform re-training following accidents and occupationalinjuries.
 Maintain certification and re-certification programs.
 Ensure that Bus Operators have received the required safety training prior to working.
 Respond to emergencies and accidents and preserve evidence for later analysis.
 Investigate bus system operational accidents, incidents, injuries and property losses; makerecommendations to mitigate or prevent recurrences. The investigations are conductedthrough the facilitation of the Safety Department.
 Ensure Bus Operations staff personnel are trained in:

o Injury and illness prevention;
o Emergency procedures;
o Equipment operation for Bus Operators; and
o Conducting post-accident check-rides.

 Investigate accidents and occupational injuries.
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 Take corrective actions to prevent or mitigate recurrences including discipline and counseling.
 Inspect facilities.
 Take appropriate action(s) to resolve reported or otherwise identified hazards in a timelymanner and report hazards as warranted and in accordance the PTASP and OSP. This processis conducted in coordination with the Safety Department.
 Participate in the analysis of accident data to determine trends and develop corrective actionplans. This process is facilitated by the Safety Department.
 Oversee the functioning of Bus Transportation  as line Supervisors, Emergency ResponseTeam Leaders and Bus Operation Trainers.
 Investigate reports of unsafe conditions and carry out emergency procedures. This process isfacilitated by the Safety Department.
 Provide top-down leadership and promote a positive safety culture.
 Ensure safety reporting is completed in the IRIS database of:

o Failure Reports
o Identified life safety deficiencies
o Deferred training
o Life safety deficiencies identified during operation of the system

 Timely development, completion, and submission of Corrective Action Plans (CAPs).
1.3.17 Director of Light Rail OperationsThe Director of Light Rail Operations is accountable for verifying rail operations meet all safetyrequirements. Light Rail Operations responsible for the training of employees as required to verifycompliance with Rules and Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).The Director of Light Rail Operations is accountable for the following activities:

 Confirm that Train Operators have the required licenses and up-to-date medical certificates.
 Make urgent changes in rules and procedures by issuing bulletins and notices to TrainOperators; and to ensure that the Daily Bulletins are made available to every operator.
 Develop and maintain rail system emergency preparedness and response plans for railfacilities.
 Conduct/participate in emergency preparedness drills at least once every year.
 Train new Train Operators in rules pertaining to safe vehicle operation, emergencyprocedures and injury and illness prevention; perform re-training following accidents andoccupational injuries.
 Maintain certification and re-certification programs.
 Ensure that Train Operators have received the required safety training prior to working.
 Respond to emergencies and accidents and preserve evidence for later analysis.
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 Investigate rail system operational accidents, incidents, injuries and property losses; makerecommendations to mitigate or prevent recurrences. The investigations are conductedthrough the facilitation of the Safety Department.
 Ensure Light Rail staff personnel are trained in:

o Injury and illness prevention;
o Emergency procedures;
o Equipment operation for LRV Operators; and
o Conducting post-accident check-rides.

 Investigate accidents and occupational injuries.
 Take corrective actions to prevent or mitigate recurrences including discipline and counseling.
 Inspect facilities.
 Take appropriate action(s) to resolve reported or otherwise identified hazards in a timelymanner and report hazards as warranted and in accordance the PTASP and OSP. This processis conducted in coordination with the Safety Department.
 Participate in the analysis of accident data to determine trends and develop corrective actionplans. This process is facilitated by the Safety Department.
 Oversee the functioning of Rail Transportation as line Supervisors, Emergency ResponseTeam Leaders and Rail Operation Trainers.
 Investigate reports of unsafe conditions and carry out emergency procedures. This process isfacilitated by the Safety Department.
 Provide top-down leadership and promote a positive safety culture.
 Ensure safety reporting is completed in the IRIS database of:

o Failure Reports
o Identified life safety deficiencies
o Deferred training
o Life safety deficiencies identified during operation of the system

 Timely development, completion, and submission of Corrective Action Plans (CAPs).
1.3.18 Bus Transportation SuperintendentThe Bus Transportation Superintendent are responsible for the following:

 Supervision of the Bus Control room staff.
 Certifying selected Bus Transportation Supervisors as qualified Bus Controllers orDispatchers.
 Confirm that Bus Transportation Supervisors have the required licenses and up-to-datemedical certificates.
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 Make urgent changes in rules and procedures by issuing bulletins and notices to BusTransportation Supervisors.
 Collect, receive, and verify signatures from Bus Transportation Supervisors for theinstructions and training provided.
 Develop and maintain the bus system emergency preparedness and response plan for railfacilities.
 Maintain certification and re-certification programs for Bus Transportation Supervisors.
 Ensure safety reporting is completed in the IRIS database of:

o Failure Reports
o Identified life safety deficiencies
o Deferred training
o Life safety deficiencies identified during operation of the system

 Timely development, completion, and submission of Corrective Action Plans (CAPs).
1.3.19 Light Rail Transportation SuperintendentThe Light Rail Transportation Superintendent is responsible for the following:

 Supervision of Metro Control staff and has authority over work permits of personnel workingon the system.
 Certifying selected Rail Transportation Supervisors as qualified Rail Controllers orDispatchers.
 Confirm that Rail Transportation Supervisors have the required licenses and up-to-datemedical certificates.
 Make urgent changes in rules and procedures by issuing bulletins and notices to RailTransportation Supervisors.
 Collect, receive, and verify signatures from Rail Transportation Supervisors for theinstructions and training provided.
 Develop and maintain the rail system emergency preparedness and response plan for railfacilities.
 Maintain certification and re-certification programs for Rail Transportation Supervisors.
 Ensure safety reporting is completed in the IRIS database of:

o Failure Reports
o Identified life safety deficiencies
o Deferred training
o Life safety deficiencies identified during operation of the system

 Timely development, completion, and submission of Corrective Action Plans (CAPs).
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1.3.20 Bus Transportation SupervisorBus Transportation Supervisor is responsible for the following:
 Responding to accidents and conducting thorough field investigations.
 Taking charge of accident investigation activities at accident and emergency scenes andassumes the role of the On-Scene Coordinator (OSC).
 At accident and emergency scenes gathers and preserves evidence and disseminatesinformation to authorized SacRT personnel.
 Ensure safety reporting is completed in the IRIS database of:

o Failure Reports
o Identified life safety deficiencies
o Deferred training
o Life safety deficiencies identified during operation of the system

1.3.21 Rail Transportation SupervisorRail Transportation Supervisor is responsible for the following:
 Responding to accidents and conducting thorough field investigations.
 Taking charge of accident investigation activities at accident and emergency scenes andassumes the role of the On-Scene Coordinator (OSC).
 At accident and emergency scenes gathers and preserves evidence and disseminatesinformation to authorized SacRT personnel.
 Ensure safety reporting is completed in the IRIS database of:

o Failure Reports
o Identified life safety deficiencies
o Deferred training
o Life safety deficiencies identified during operation of the system

1.3.22 Bus ControllerBus Controllers manage bus operations from a central location. Bus Control personnel are responsiblefor the following:
 Overseeing and directing all bus movements on all routes.
 Arranging replacement of defective equipment.
 Alerting emergency response personnel.
 Carrying out emergency procedures, including:

o Provide notification of SacRT staff through timely notification through InformaCast
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 Controllers must document and report system failures, equipment malfunctions, incidents,security problems, accidents and unusual occurrences.
 Controllers direct Bus Operators during emergencies.
 Overseeing and directing all operator activities on all routes.
 Ensuring safety reporting is completed in the IRIS database of:

o Failure Reports
o Identified life safety deficiencies
o Deferred training
o Life safety deficiencies identified during operation of the system

1.3.23 Rail ControllerRail Controllers manage train operations from a central location. Rail Control personnel areresponsible for the following:
 Overseeing and directing all train movements on the Mainline.
 Controlling and authorizing power, switch routing, train movement and failure management.
 Arranging replacement of defective equipment.
 Alerting emergency response personnel.
 Carrying out emergency procedures, including:

o Provide notification of SacRT staff through timely notification through InformaCast
o Provide 2-Hour CPUC Notification
o FTA 2-Hour Notication
o FRA 2- Hour Notification
o FRA 4-Hour Notification
o NTSB notification is provided through the National Response Center (NRC).

 Controllers must document and report system failures, equipment malfunctions, incidents,security problems, accidents and unusual occurrences.
 Controllers direct Train Operators during emergencies.
 Overseeing and directing all operator activities on the Mainline.
 Ensuring safety reporting is completed in the IRIS database of:

o Failure Reports
o Identified life safety deficiencies
o Deferred training
o Life safety deficiencies identified during operation of the system
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1.3.24 Bus Dispatcher:The Bus Dispatcher is responsible for the following:
 Preparing the schedule for the following day.
 Assigning operators to open pieces of work.
 Calculating the extra number of operators required for unknown work that may occur.
 Calculating pay.
 Assisting Bus Controllers, when needed.
 Ensuring safety reporting is completed in the IRIS database of:

o Failure Reports
o Identified life safety deficiencies
o Deferred training
o Life safety deficiencies identified during operation of the system

1.3.25 Light Rail Dispatcher:The Rail Dispatcher is responsible for the following:
 Marking up the board for the following day.
 Assigning operators to open pieces of work.
 Calculating the extra number of operators required for unknown work that may occur.
 Calculating pay.
 Issuing work permits and track warrants.
 Assisting Rail Controllers, when needed.
 Ensuring safety reporting is completed in the IRIS database of:

o Failure Reports
o Identified life safety deficiencies
o Deferred training
o Life safety deficiencies identified during operation of the system

1.3.26 Transit AmbassadorsTransit Ambassadors are responsible for:
 Provide positive customer service by assisting passengers with questions or concerns
 Notify the SOC of safety or security related events
 Identify and report safety risks encountered.
 Direct passengers during emergency evacuations
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 Report any events through the IRIS software.
1.3.27 All PersonnelAll Personnel will:

 Identify and report safety risks encountered.
 Report any events through the IRIS software.
 Keep informed of safety communication and updates provided.
 Follow the procedures established in the Organizational Safety Procedures (OSP).
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Safety Risk Management
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2 Safety	Risk	ManagementSafety Risk Management component includes three sub-elements:
 Safety Hazard Identification
 Safety Risk Assessment
 Safety Risk MitigationSafety Risk Management is a cornerstone of the PTASP. During this process SacRT identifies,evaluates, and devises means to eliminate, mitigate, or accept hazards. Not all hazards can beeliminated given the resources available. SacRT’s goal with Safety Risk Management is to mitigatehazards to a level as low as reasonably practicable (ALARP).The SacRT Safety Risk Management (SRM) process involves identifying, reporting, assessing, andmitigating hazards affecting our transportation system.The SacRT Safety Risk Management process is led throughout our agency by various employeesincluding those involved in the initial design of transit systems, organizational changes, developmentof operational procedures, and the Safety Assurance process, where newly identified hazards areanalyzed and mitigated through the Safety Risk Management process.When a technical operational or maintenance safety concern or condition is identified, the SafetyDepartment will contact the appropriate Subject Matter Expert (SME) for an initial review. Should theSME’s opinion be that the concern or condition is not hazardous, the Safety Department will documentthat finding in the IRIS database and, if it was reported by an employee, Safety will notify the reportingemployee. When the SME agrees the concern or condition to be a hazard, the SME will participate in aformal hazard analysis and identify potential consequences. The hazard assessment will be facilitatedby the Safety DepartmentOnce complete, the Safety Department, who, in collaboration with the SME, will perform a safety riskassessment of the hazard’s potential consequences. The findings will be entered into the Risk Register.When the assessment determines that the safety risk is unacceptable, the Safety Department will thennotify the responsible department head and coordinate the development of a corrective action plan.When the hazard was reported by an employee, the Safety Department will also notify the reportingemployee of the results of the safety investigation.Once the responsible department head completes a proposed corrective action plan, they will submitit to the SME for review. Once reviewed, the CAP will be provided to Safety who will review and acceptthe Corrective Action Plan.Rail related event proposed corrective action plans will be submitted for CPUC review and acceptanceof the proposed CAP.Once the SME, Safety, and the CPUC, when applicable, approves the corrective action plan, theresponsible department head will then mitigate or eliminate the hazard and document this in the IRISdatabase. Some of the methods the responsible department head may use to mitigate theconsequences of a hazard include implementing design changes, installing safety devices, installingwarning devices, signage, changing work practices, or procedures to provide a level of safety that ispractical with the available resources of SacRT.
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Once the mitigation is implemented, the Safety Department will regularly monitor it to determine ifthe hazard has been adequately mitigated and no longer represents an unacceptable risk, close thehazard report in the IRIS database, and subsequently notify the reporting employee of the actionstaken, if applicable. When the hazard is reported anonymously, the Safety Department will post thesummary results of the reported hazard investigation on the involved Department’s Bulletin Boardsthroughout the SacRT.
2.1 Safety Hazard IdentificationSacRT identifies hazards through analyses of its facilities, vehicles, transit systems, operations, andoperational environment. SacRT uses the following methods and processes to identify hazards:

 Occupational injury or illness investigations
 Safety Event investigations
 Safety concern and condition employee reporting
 Conducting safety focus groups to address current safety concerns
 Analysis of safety report trending
 Routine and non-routine inspections
 Internal and external audits
 Lessons learned
 Data and information provided by regulatory agency inspections
 Data and information provided by the FTA
 Transit Asset Management (TAM) Plan

2.1.1 Integrated Risk Identification System (IRIS)The safety risk reporting tool that will be used at SacRT is called the Integrated Risk IdentificationSystem (IRIS). The software permits trending and analysis to be completed for evaluation andassessment. It will aggregate the reporting from the following identified data streams:
2.1.1.1Personnel Reporting:

 Operator event reporting will be converted to electronic reporting by August 2021
 Personnel Injury Reports will be converted to electronic reporting by August 2021
 Personnel Safety Risk Reports will be converted to electronic reporting by August 2021
 Reporting will also permit anonymous reporting

2.1.1.2Public:
 Alert SacRT reporting will be integrated via application programming interface (API) byDecember 2021
 Customer Service reports will be integrated via API by December 2021
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2.1.1.3Rail Operations:
 Operator event reporting will be converted to electronic reporting by August 2021
 Collision Investigation Reports will be converted to electronic reporting by October 2021
 Maintenance Failure Reports will be collected electronically by December 2021
 Deferred Maintenance Reports will be collected electronically by December 2021
 Revenue Vehicle Inspection Safety Deficiencies will be collected electronically by April 2022
 Non-revenue Vehicle Inspection Safety Deficiencies will be collected electronically by April2022
 Rail Control Log will be converted to electronic reporting by August 2021
 Light Rail Station Inspections will be converted to electronic reporting by October 2021

2.1.1.4Bus Operations
 Operator event reporting will be converted to electronic reporting by August 2021
 Collision Investigation Reports will be converted to electronic reporting by October 2021
 Maintenance Failure Reports will be collected electronically by January 2022
 Deferred Maintenance Reports will be collected electronically by January 2022
 Revenue Vehicle Inspection Safety Deficiencies will be collected electronically by April 2022
 Non-revenue Vehicle Inspection Safety Deficiencies will be collected electronically by April2022
 Bus Control Log will be collected via API by August 2022

2.1.1.5Facilities Maintenance
 Equipment Failure Report
 Deferred Maintenance Events
 Facility Inspection Safety Deficiencies
 Safety Work Requests

2.1.1.6Transit Asset Management Plan (TAM)
 Asset evaluations that rated at less than satisfactory will be provided to the Safety Departmentby the TAM Plan Manager.
 Evaluation of the potential to use an API to export from the TAM software into the IRISsoftware. The functionality is anticipated by December 2021.
 The Safety Department, in partnership with an SME will conduct a safety risk investigation,assessment, corrective action, and include findings on the Risk Register.
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2.2 Safety Risk Investigation and AssessmentThere are numerous tools and methods that can be used to investigate a safety risk or safety event.There is not one all-encompassing tool or method. Some of the methods used include:
 AcciMap
 Barrier Analysis
 Bowtie Methodology
 Causal Factor Analysis
 Event Tree Analysis
 Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA)
 Fault Tree Analysis
 Human Factors Analysis
 Ishikawa Diagram
 Root Cause Analysis
 Systematic Cause Analysis Technique (SCAT)
 Statistical Process Control (SPC)
 Tripod Beta Analysis

The investigation is intended to identify the four interlinked injury pathways and identify where themost effective, and achievable point to eliminate or mitigate the safety risk. Without a thoroughanalysis, the focus shifts to managing the consequence, not preventing it.Once the investigation analysis has been completed, all safety risks will be classified by a standardizedsafety risk assessment.
2.2.1 Safety Risk AssessmentSacRT, through the Safety Department and SMEs, will assess the safety risk of the potentialconsequences of each safety risk identified.SacRT has established its standards for determining the likelihood and severity of the potentialconsequences based on the Mil Standard 882E. Once unacceptable safety risks and the potential
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consequences are identified, the Safety Department assesses the risk of the potential consequences.This includes evaluating the likelihood and severity of the potential consequences.SME’s, in coordination with the Safety Department, then determines the necessary mitigation.Responsible managers complete these mitigations to effect hazard resolution. Corrective actions aretracked and managed throughout the entire Safety Risk Management process using a combination ofmethods including the agency-wide safety management database and Safety-Risk Register. The riskregister and corrective action tracking is a component of the IRIS database.The Safety Risk Assessment process begins with an assessment of the potential severity. Theappropriate severity category, as defined in the table below, is determined for a given hazard at agiven point in time, identify the potential for:
 Death or injury to personnel;
 Death or injury to passengers and the public;
 Equipment, facility, or infrastructure loss or damage;
 environmental damage or impact;
 Decrease in operational readiness;
 Regulatory noncompliance; or
 Damage to reputation or image.A given hazard may have the potential to affect one or all of these areas.

SacRT will then determine the appropriate probability level as defined in the table below for a givenhazard at a given point in time, assess the likelihood of occurrence of a mishap. Probability level F isused to document cases where the hazard is no longer present. No amount of doctrine, training,warning, caution, or Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) can move a safety risk probability to“Eliminated”, level F.
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When available, the use of appropriate and representative quantitative data that defines frequency orrate of occurrence for the hazard, is generally preferable to qualitative analysis. The Improbable levelis generally considered to be less than one in a million.In the absence of such quantitative frequency or rate data, reliance upon the qualitative textdescriptions of the table is necessary and appropriate.Assessed risks are expressed as a Risk Assessment Code (RAC) which is a combination of one severitycategory and one probability level. For example, a RAC of 1A is the combination of a Catastrophicseverity category and a Frequent probability level. The table below assigns a risk level of High,Serious, Medium, or Low for each RAC.
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Once a Risk Assessment Code (RAC) has been determined the priority for mitigation will be based onthe table below:
Risk Assessment Code (RAC) Required ActionHigh Immediate mitigation and controls that reduce the RAC below the“High” classification are required, or activity must be suspended.This risk cannot be accepted.Light Rail related safety risks classified as “High” will becommunicated to the SSOA, as soon as is reasonably practicable.Serious Prompt mitigation and controls are required to reduce the RAC to“Medium”.Continued operation in a “Serious” category requires review andacceptance by the involved EMT members, Safety, RiskManagement, Legal, and the Accountable Executive.Monthly review and assessment are required by the SafetyDepartment and an update to the involved EMT members, Safety,Risk Management, Legal, and the Accountable Executive.Medium Mitigation and controls are required to reduce the RAC to ALARP.Continued operation in a “Medium” category requires periodicdocumented review by Safety, Risk Management, and the involvedEMT. Legal and the Accountable Executive are to be updated at leastevery six months of the unresolved “Medium” RACs.Low Mitigation should be considered. Continued operation in a “Low”category requires at least annual review by Safety, RiskManagement, and the involved EMT. Legal and the AccountableExecutive are to be updated at least annually.Eliminated No amount of doctrine, training, warning, caution, or PersonalProtective Equipment (PPE) can move RAC to eliminated
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2.2.2 Risk-Based Decision-Making ProcessRisk-based decision making is made up of five major components.

2.2.2.1Establish the decision structureUnderstanding and defining the decision that must be made is critical. This first component of risk-based decision making must be performed to accomplish this critical component:
 Define the decision. Specifically describe what decision(s) must be made. Major categories ofdecisions include accepting or rejecting a proposed facility or operation, determining who andwhat to inspect, and determining how to best improve a facility or operation.
 Determine who needs to be involved in the decision. Identify and solicit involvement from keystakeholders who should be involved in making the decision or will be affected by actionsresulting from the decision-making process.
 Identify the options available to the decision maker. Describe the choices available to thedecision maker. This will help focus efforts only on issues likely to influence the choice amongcredible alternatives.
 Identify the factors that will influence the decisions, including risk factors. Few decisions arebased on only one factor. Most require consideration of many factors, including costs,schedules, risks, etc., at the same time. The stakeholders must identify the relevant decisionfactors.
 Gather information about the factors that influence stakeholders. Perform specific analysessuch as risk assessments and cost studies to measure against the decision factors.
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2.2.2.2Perform the risk assessmentDifferent types of risk are important factors in many types of decisions. Risk assessment is the processof understanding the following:
 What consequences are possible
 What is the likelihood
 What is the severityThe consequences may be safety and health losses, property losses, environmental losses, scheduleimpacts, political issues, etc.Risk assessment can range from very simple, personal judgments by individuals to very complexassessments by expert teams using a broad set of tools and information, including historical loss data.The following steps must be performed to asses risk:Establish the risk-related questions that need answers. Decide what questions, if answered, wouldprovide the risk insights needed by the decision maker.Determine the risk-related information needed to answer the questions. Describe the informationnecessary to answer each question posed in the previous step. Specify the following:
 Information type needed
 Precision required
 Certainty required
 Analysis resources (staff-hours, costs, etc.) availableSelect the risk analysis tool(s). Select the risk analysis tool(s) that will most efficiently develop therequired risk-related information.Establish the scope for the analysis tool(s). Set any appropriate physical or analytical boundaries forthe analysis.Generate risk-based information using the analysis tool(s). Apply the selected risk analysis tool(s).This may require the use of more than one analysis tool and may involve some iterative analysis.

2.2.2.3Apply the results to risk management decision makingOne goal in most decision-making processes is to lower risk as much as possible. Sometimes the riskwill be acceptable; at other times, the risk must change to become acceptable. Mitigating action mustbe taken to reduce risk. These actions must provide more benefit than they cost. They must also beacceptable to stakeholders and not cause other significant risks. The following steps must beperformed to manage risk:
 Assess the possible risk management options. Determine how the risks can be managed mosteffectively. This decision can include accepting/rejecting the risk or finding specific ways toreduce the risk.
 Use risk-based information in decision making. Use the risk-related information within theoverall decision framework to make an informed, rational decision. This final decision-makingstep often involves significant communication with a broad set of stakeholders.
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2.2.2.4Monitor effectiveness through impact assessmentImpact assessment is the process of tracking the effectiveness of actions taken to manage risk. Thegoal is to verify that the organization is getting the expected results from its risk managementdecisions. If not, a new decision-making process must be considered.
2.2.2.5Facilitate risk communicationRisk communication is a two-way process that must take place during risk-based decision making.Stakeholders must:

 Provide guidance on key issues to consider. Stakeholders identify the issues of importance tothem. They present their views on how each step of the process should be performed, or atleast provide comments on plans suggested by others.
 Provide relevant information needed for assessments. Some or all of the stakeholders mayhave key information needed in the decision-making process.
 Provide buy-in for the final decisions. Stakeholders should agree on the work to be done ineach phase of the risk-based decision-making process. They can then support the ultimatedecisions.

2.2.3 IRIS Risk RegisterAll safety risks once evaluated and assessed will be included in the SacRT Risk Register. All the safetyrisks are aggregated in a centralized location. The entry in the risk register will include:
 Identification of the safety risk
 Location of the safety risk
 Date of submission
 Source of the submission
 The risk assessment code (RAC)
 Corrective Action Plan (CAP) and Accountable and Responsible persons, when applicable
 Projected completion date if a CAP has been developed, when applicable
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 Current status of the safety risk. Not all safety risks can be immediately corrected. The statuswill be listed as:
o No Action
o Investigating
o Analyzing
o In-Process Behind Schedule
o In-Process On-Schedule
o Blocked/Waiting
o Complete-Monitoring
o Complete
o Tracking
o Deferred

 Any mitigation taken to reduce the safety risk and the subsequent RAC
 The risk register can be viewed by any SacRT personnel

2.3 Mitigation and Elimination of Safety RisksSacRT has processes and methods in place to identify mitigations and implement strategies to reducethe agency’s safety risks. The five (5) general processes include:
 Corrective action to mitigate the safety risk to ALARP is taken when the safety risk cannot beeliminated, or not indicated based on a risk-based decision making (RBDM)

 Corrective action to eliminate the safety risk
 Corrective action and preventative action to reduce the likelihood or reoccurrence (CAP)
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 Track to evaluate if the safety risk was an outlier
 Defer or accept riskThe corrective action plan (CAP) will include a description, immediate mitigation, origin of hazard, theproposed actions, permanent hazard resolution, or  temporary mitigation if necessary, accountableperson, responsible person, and the schedule for implementing those actions for the identified hazard,including date the hazard was identified.Once the responsible department head completes a proposed corrective action plan, they will submitit to the SME for review. Once reviewed, the CAP will be provided to Safety who will review the hazardresolution verification and follow-up activities.Events with corrective actions, which are under the authority of SSOA oversight, will be submitted forCPUC review and acceptance of the proposed CAP. Development of the CAP must be completed within30 days. Monthly updates of the CAPs status will be provided to the CPUC. Once the CAP is completedit must be submitted to the SSOA for acceptance.The appropriate hierarchy of controls is depicted below:

Some of the methods the responsible manager may use to mitigate the consequences of a hazardinclude:
 Elimination

o Implementing design changes
o Installing safety devices
o Modification of equipment or facilities design

 Substitution
 Engineering Controls

o Implementing design changes
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o Installing safety devices
o Modification of equipment or facilities design
o Installation of traffic control devices

 Administrative Controls
o Changes to maintenance schedules or practices
o Revision of operating rules or procedures
o Changing work practices or work procedures
o Employee training
o Installation of traffic signs or pavement markings
o Installing warning devices
o Signage

 Personal Protective EquipmentSafety regularly monitors mitigations to determine if the hazard has been reduced to an as low asreasonably practicable, or no longer represents an unacceptable risk. Safety will close the hazardreport in the IRIS database and notify the reporting employee of the actions taken. If the hazard wasreported anonymously, the department will post the summary results of the investigation andmitigation for the reported hazard on the departments Bulletin Boards.
2.4 Corrective Action Plan ProcessDevelopment of a corrective action plan provides an organized, and structured framework, to improvepolicies , process, and or procedures. This formalized process is recommended for all correctiveactions, but is required for the following:

 Final Investigation Report (FIR) of rail reportable events;
 SSOA Inspection;
 Triennial audit findings
 Internal audit findingsThis formalized process is not intended to prevent or delay the implementation of corrective actionsfor emergency and critical events. The CAP process must be documented as soon as is practicable,after an emergency and critical event.
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The development of a corrective action is a five-step process. The DMAIC process includes:1. Define the problem
o The hazard assessment process. Without a thorough assessment of the safety risk thefocus of the corrective action tends to focus on managing consequence, not prevention.
o CAP Objectives need to be clearly defined and measurable to focus the scope, direction,and motivation.
o Solicit stakeholder feedback to validate the CAP.
o Perform a root cause analysis (RCA) to uncover causes.
o Perform an event chain analysis.2. Measure current and historical process performance.
o Parse the data and chart to analyze the frequency of problems or causes.
o Process map for recording the activities performed as part of a process.3. Analyze historical data or from sampling data and select from the following tools as applicable:
o Analyze the process to determine root causes of variation and poor performance.
o Capability analysis to assess the ability of a process to meet the defined objectives.
o Multi-variant chart to detect different types of variation within a process.
o Failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) for identifying possible product, service, andprocess failures.
o Layers of protection analysis.4. Implement improvement after design.
o Improve process performance by addressing and eliminating the root causes.
o Kaizen event to introduce rapid change by focusing on a narrow project and using theideas and motivation of the people who do the work.
o Apply change management to determine the need for training and performanceevaluation.
o Consider use of PDSA to test solution and provide for a phased implementation.
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5. Control and monitor the improvement
o Statistical process control (SPC) for monitoring process behavior.
o Use quality control to monitor key performance indicators plan to monitor processimprovement and identify corrections.
o Verify change meets the planned objectives.
o Evaluate and adjust at 30-days, 90-days, and 1-year.
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Safety	Assurance
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3 Safety	AssuranceThe Safety Assurance component is divided into six (6) elements:1. Auditing2. Investigation3. Inspection4. Configuration Control Committee5. Change Management Process6. Continuous Quality ImprovementContinuous monitoring of these six (6) elements serves as the basis of the Safety Assurance process.
3.1 AuditingThe Safety Department will submit the Internal Safety Audit Report directly to the AccountableExecutive and the Chief Safety Officer for review. This will include an evaluation of the adequacy andeffectiveness of the PTASP with findings, conclusions and recommendations.The Internal Safety Audit Report and the corrective action plan, for rail related items, will besubmitted to the CPUC, with a certification letter, signed by the General Manager/CEO. Any problemsor disagreements with findings will be reviewed by the Executive Management Team and if the issuesstill cannot be resolved they will be elevated to the General Manager/CEO for final decision. The finalInternal Safety Audit Report with approved recommendations and action plans will then be providedto all departments for implementation.
3.1.1 Annual Audit ReportThe final audit report will be issued each year prior to February 15, summarizing the results of theaudit(s) performed during the previous year, including a summary of required corrective actions (ifany) and previous follow-ups to maintain timely implementation. A copy of the final Internal SafetyAudit Report will be submitted to the CPUC, with a formal letter certifying compliance with the PTASP,signed by the accountable executive.
3.1.2 Coordination with Oversight AgencyThe internal safety audits will be scheduled and coordinated with the CPUC representative and theCPUC Staff, will be provided a 30 day advance notice, and is invited to participate in the audit process.The CPUC will be provided with the completed reports and status updates regarding implementationof recommendations and corrective action plans.
3.1.3 Audit CompletenessThe internal audit will identify the types of documentation that may be required to ensure auditcompleteness such as: Maintenance Procedures, Training Manuals, Proceedings of Meetings,Equipment Specifications, Rules/Regulations, Management Program Plans, PTASP and OSPs,Operations Standard Operating Procedures, Emergency Procedures, Configuration Management Plan,Hazardous Materials Management Plan, Administrative Procedures, Rule Book, Safety Rules, FireCodes, and Engineering Design Criteria.
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The internal annual safety audits are completed in a coordinated manner, with full managementsupport. Once schedules are approved by SacRT, all involved departments must participate andcooperate.
3.2 InvestigationAll accidents and incidents, as defined by the NTD reporting criteria will be investigated in accordancewith the SacRT Organizational Safety Procedure “Event Investigation Procedure”, and in compliancewith CPUC GO 164 (current series).

All investigations will be facilitated and coordinated by the Safety Department, who have receivedaccident investigation training in compliance with §674.35(c).
3.2.1 Investigation Components:The following components will be evaluated and documented in all investigations:

 Equipment or Tools
 Materials
 Environment
 Policy and Procedure
 Personnel

o Including evaluation of human factors
3.2.2 Investigation Timeline:All investigations are to be completed as soon as is practicable, and in compliance with CPUC GO 164(current series), and the SacRT Accident Investigation Procedure.The Safety Department will serve as the SacRT single point of contact (SPOC) for communication withthe SSOA. Required components of an investigation includes:

 2-Hour Notification of reportable events as defined by the CPUC General Order  164 (currentseries)
 Notification of investigation

o Final Investigation Report must be completed within 60 days
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o Interim status report every 30 days for reports which take more than 60 days
o Notify SSOA when additional investigation is conducted by an investigation team orpanel performing interviews, questioning witnesses, or conducting inspections,measurements, examinations, or tests, etc. as part of the investigation beyond theinitial on scene investigation
o Provide for SSOA’s participation to the fullest extent possible in accidentinvestigations, and make all information related to the accident investigation,including data from event recorders, available to SSOA for review.

 Safety Risks with a risk assessment code (RAC) of “Unacceptable”
o This notification will be as soon as is practicable

 Within 30-days develop and propose a Corrective Action Plan (CAP) resulting from:
o Final Investigation Report (FIR) of rail reportable events;A completed investigation report is submitted to the SSOA for review and acceptance. The SSOA mayrequest corrections, changes, or additional information.  Additionally, the SSOA may choose tocomplete its own investigation, when SacRT and the SSOA cannot agree on causal factors andrecommended actions. Should this occur, SacRT may request the inclusion of letter of dissent beincluded with the report, as defined in §674.35(b) GO 164 (current series).Bus event investigation will comply with the timelines and thresholds established be the SacRTAccident Investigation Procedure.

3.3 InspectionFacility, building, and equipment inspection requirements are defined in O&M Manuals and the SacRTIIPP.
3.3.1 Compliance Monitoring Light Rail OperationsThe effectiveness of supervisors in implementing operating rules and maintenance procedures isdetermined during the performance evaluation process for each supervisor. Also, during theweekly/monthly Staff meetings, the effectiveness of supervisors is monitored and used as complianceverifications.The compliance checks with train operators are documented with comments and any actions needed.Video recordings shall be saved and retained on a separate storage media, if a train operator isobserved violating CPUC General Order. Recordings shall be retained at least until the last appeal ofany litigation or disciplinary action is completed. The monthly shop/site inspection for maintenancepersonnel are documented along with any corrective actions needed. The annual performanceevaluations for supervisors are also documented. Based on reports, operators are providedinstructions, advice to improve any noted deficiency or weakness.SacRT has installed inward facing video camera monitoring systems in the operating cab of all LRVs.SacRT will use video camera recordings to conduct random monitoring and enforcement of operatingrules and policies governing the use of personal electronic devices.Light Rail Operations shall conduct, and document, random inspections of 10 percent of all active lightrail operators on a quarterly basis, to ensure compliance with operating rules and policies governingthe use of personal electronic devices.The in-cab cameras video shall be reviewed for:
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 Any derailment.
 Any impact between a rail transit vehicle and any other vehicle, object, or person.
 After any activity or event on the right-of-way, involving an LRV, that results in a death, orinjury to any person or employee that requires medical treatment.
 After any credible reported complaint or observation of an alleged violation of GO 172, or arules violation that may suggest distraction due to PED use.

3.3.2 Compliance Monitoring Bus OperationsThe effectiveness of supervisors in implementing operating rules and maintenance procedures isdetermined during the performance evaluation process for each supervisor. Also, during theweekly/monthly Staff meetings, the effectiveness of supervisors is monitored and used as complianceverifications.The compliance checks of bus operators are documented with comments and any actions needed.Video recordings shall be saved and retained on a separate storage media, when needed. Recordingsshall be retained at least until the last appeal of any litigation or disciplinary action is completed. Themonthly shop/site inspection for maintenance personnel are documented along with any correctiveactions needed. The annual performance evaluations for supervisors are also documented. Based onreports, operators are provided instructions, advice to improve any noted deficiency or weakness.SacRT has installed inward facing video camera monitoring systems in the operator area of all buses.SacRT will use video camera recordings to conduct random monitoring and enforcement of operatingrules and policies governing the use of personal electronic devices.Bus Operations shall conduct, and document, random inspections of 10 percent of all active lightoperators on a quarterly basis, to ensure compliance with operating rules and policies governing theuse of personal electronic devices.The in-vehicle cameras video shall be reviewed for:
 Any impact between a bus and any other vehicle, object, or person.
 After any activity or event involving a bus that results in a death, or injury to any person oremployee that requires medical treatment.
 After any credible reported complaint or observation of an alleged SacRT rules violation thatmay suggest distraction due to PED use.

3.3.3 Facilities and Equipment InspectionsFacility and equipment inspections are to be conducted by all departments to identify unsafe orunhealthy conditions and to monitor District-wide compliance with SMS requirements.Results of inspections conducted by division or departments are to be recorded in establishedstandard formats and submitted to the Safety Department.Periodic inspection programs are used to determine if conditions exist that require a maintenanceaction. Rail system inspections must be done by their respective departments in accordance withCPUC General Order 143 (current series), Sections 14.04-14.06 and the SacRT Injury and IllnessPrevention Program (IIPP). Personnel conducting rail system inspections must be qualified/trained toconduct inspections.
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Each department is required to conduct facility inspections at least monthly, and equipment isinspected on a periodic basis according to preventive maintenance schedules. The frequency ofequipment inspections is dependent upon the level of hazard associated with the operation, industrystandards and OEM inspection requirements.Written Checklists are used for conducting facility and equipment inspections.
3.4 Change Management ProcessA lack of familiarity with new processes and equipment can lead to accidents that could impact theenvironment, lives, and property. SacRT will review the following types of changes1. Changes in Operating ProceduresEach piece of equipment comes with procedures on how to operate. Each aspect of workshould have systematic end-to-end procedures that personnel can simply follow and executerepeatedly.Whenever operation guidelines or procedures are changed or updated by the district, there isa risk for personnel to continue with old processes because they are more used to it. Years offollowing a particular process can lead to muscle memory, and personnel may enter a stagewhere they have difficulty adapting to new workflows. Accidentally following old proceduresis extremely dangerous. Management of Change (MOC) is also required.2. Changes in Inspection and Test Maintenance ProceduresMOC is needed when SacRT’s way of inspecting and maintaining their equipment changes.This ensures that personnel don’t get exposed to associated hazards.Procedures related to preventive maintenance of machines, an inspection of piping, andservicing of equipment should be properly documented. Any changes to these maintenanceprocedures must go through MOC.3. Facilities ChangesMOC is also required whenever there are changes to the facilities. When a new structure isbuilt or if it is modified in some way, MOC must be performed. Proximity to machines andequipment can increase the risk of accidents.4. Temporary ChangesTemporary events require MOC, such as:

 Transfer of equipment to a temporary location
 Temporary procedure changes due to the installation of new equipment features
 Even though these changes will not become a part of your standardized processes, it isstill important to be prepared for any negative impact they may have on SacRT, itsfacilities, and its people.
 It is also critical for SacRT to close out any MOC documentation of a temporary changeor to update the program if the temporary change becomes permanent.
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3.4.1 Capitol Program CommitteeThe Capital Program Committee (CPC) has members from the Operating, Planning and Engineering,Integrated Services, Safety and Security, and Finance Divisions. The CPC generally meets once a monthon a regular basis. Some of the key functions are as follows:
 Reviewing and approving capital improvement projects.
 Allocating funding for the implementation of the capital improvement projects.
 Items proposed for review by the CPC should have a safety risk evaluation identifying thecurrent safety risk associated with the proposal.

3.4.2 Safety Certification Program Plan (SCPP)3.4.2.1 Design Review:The PTASP addresses SacRT rail system design, acquisition, construction, procurement, installation,testing, safety certification and startup. All new rail system designs must be reviewed in accordancewith California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), applicable Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)requirements, and established industry standards. Light Rail and the Safety Department willparticipate in the system design review process from at least the 10 percent design review stage.Lessons learned from previous design problems or operational experiences should be incorporatedinto the design review process to control future hazards, as a part of the Safety Certification Plan (SCPlan) for a project.3.4.2.2 Safety Certification Acceptance TestsThe Safety Certification Program establishes a process to verify that operating and safety relatedrequirements are incorporated into new rail projects to verify operational readiness prior to enteringrevenue service. The verification process involves system testing, employee training, start-upactivities, and document the findings in a Safety Certification Verification Report (SCVR). The ChiefSafety Officer is responsible for overseeing the activities of the Safety Certification Program. The CPUCGeneral Orders requires a safety certification process be established for all major rail projects.3.4.2.3 Managing Safety System ModificationsThe System Modification Review and Control Function involves the control, testing anddocumentation of identified modifications.3.4.2.3.1 ControlChanges to systems and subsystems must not be made without first determining how the changemight affect the safety of that system or any other system. The proposed modification is evaluated forits potential to create additional hazards or to reduce the effectiveness of existing hazard controls.This process involves determining whether all applicable safety requirements have been met andidentifying opportunities for safety improvements.Non-Configuration Changes: System modifications of a minor nature not involving a configurationchange may be made by an individual manager. Other proposed system modifications are submittedto the Safety and Risk Management Departments. Engineering, Safety, Risk Management, and LegalServices are the control points for system evaluations and analysis. They, along with the requestingdepartment will evaluate proposed modifications as related to warranty, reliability, product liability,design immunity, strict liability, third party issues and good engineering/operating practices.
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Configuration Changes: Proposed system changes involving facilities, equipment/software or otherphysical plant modifications will be submitted to the Change Review Committee (CRC) for evaluationto ensure safety requirements have been met. The CRC is the District-wide central repository locatedwithin the Engineering Department.Individual departments may also submit proposed configuration modifications to the CRC. The CRCassigns a Change Request number and forwards the Change Request to the Change Review Committee(CRC) for review and approval. The CRC then either approves or rejects the proposed configurationmodification, and the departments concerned are informed accordingly.Change Review Committee (CRC): The CRC will review and approve all configuration changes. It ischaired by the Engineering Department and comprised of various operating departments and theSafety Department, as defined in the Configuration Management Plan (CMP). The CRC will evaluate thesafety implications of the proposed modification and verify that all organizational units that are, orwill be, affected by the proposed modification also have the opportunity to review the proposedmodification prior to implementation. The CRC is responsible for informing affected departments andcommittees of system modifications so that changes to rules and procedures can be made. The CRCthen verifies that all training and maintenance programs, rules and procedures, plans, drawings,specifications and other system documentation items have been modified as necessary.When implemented, the plan will assist the CRC in verifying that the status of all configurations can beeasily and accurately identified at any time. It will also formalize procedures for informingdepartments of modifications being considered and of modifications implemented. All proposedsystem modifications procedure are maintained by the Engineering Department and addresses thefollowing elements of configuration control:
 Change Initiation
 Change Review Committee (CRC)
 Rail Activation Committee (RAC)
 Drawing Revision
 Preparing/Submitting the Change Request
 The RAC performs cost, schedule and quality checks and forwards change request forms to theCRC for review and evaluation.In addition to the review and approval process described in this section, rail system design andoperational modifications are also submitted to the CPUC for review as required. Modificationsinvolving configuration changes require the approval of the Change Review Committee (CRC).3.4.2.3.2 Testing:The proposed modification is tested to identify and evaluate its effects on safety and performance. Ifthe testing requires the use of test instruments, then it must be verified that these instruments arecalibrated prior to testing. A formal test plan addressing system interfaces is completed prior totesting. Test results are evaluated by the CRC and must be acceptable by all members of the CRC andconcerned departments prior to implementation. The CRC is responsible for documenting this testing.Upon completion of its evaluation, the CRC provides recommendations and approval decisions.3.4.2.3.3 Documentation:
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Configuration changes approved by the CRC are documented. In this process, the CRC and SMEsexamine the as-built drawings, equipment drawings, schematics and specifications. It verifies thatmodifications to all systems are documented accurately and in a complete manner.The Engineering Department is responsible for maintaining all documentation generated by contractclose-out and which is required by Light Rail for SacRT Rail Projects (i.e. rail activation, operationsand maintenance). These documents (Project Record [as built] Drawings & Specifications, Operationand Maintenance [O&M] Manuals) will be maintained under configuration- controlled conditions.Other documents (O&M deliverables) such as warranties, permits, and special tools and keys will betransferred to the responsible O&M user department.Proposed system and equipment/design modifications (including operations software) will beevaluated to verify that all existing safety requirements are met, no new hazards are created andopportunities to improve safety are identified. Rail system equipment/design modifications aresubmitted to the California Public Utilities Commission for review as required. Approval must beobtained prior to incorporating the modification into the system
3.4.3 Change Review Committee (CRC)The committee evaluates any planned changes to fit, form or function of SacRT equipment, vehicles, orfacilities. The review process is designed to identify any safety risks that may be introduced in by theplanned changes as a component of the Safety Risk Assessment process. The CRC is responsible for thefollowing:

 Evaluating proposed hazard resolution and making approval decisions.
 Performing change reviews for Change Requests and making approval decisions.
 Providing continuing and timely review of changes proposed and/or ordered to the railsystem.
 Performing cost, schedule and quality checks on Change Requests; conducting ChangeTechnical Reviews if required; and scheduling the Change Request for CRC review.
 Assigning Change Order numbers to approved Change Requests, maintaining a computer database log and distributing the approved Change Orders.
 Processing change control documents.
 Maintaining: Change Request/Order files and records; minutes, action items and records;general drawing and change status reports; operations and maintenance manuals,specifications and other bulk publications; and permits, vendor information and parts lists.
 Maintaining the Operations Baseline Drawing Configuration Status Accounting Report anddistributing hard copies monthly or as needed.
 Overseeing and supplying all Operations (field) Technical Libraries.
 Fulfilling requests for latest drawing configuration, changes pending on drawings and thestatus of each change in the system.
 Responding to inquiries and verifying that the user's drawing(s) are of the latest revision andthat the user has copies of all outstanding (unincorporated) Change Orders against thedrawings.
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 Revising drawings when Change Orders are implemented.
 Upon completion of the revision, issuing a Notice of Revision to all (Drawing) Controlled Copyrecipients.
 Ordering drawings in hard copy media as required for distribution and updating the drawingconfiguration status database for release to Technical Libraries and other users as required.

3.4.4 Rail Activation CommitteeThe Rail Activation Committee (RAC) is comprised of professionals drawn from SacRT, Consultantsand Contractors in order to provide a proactive, multi-disciplinary approach to the certification of RailProjects.RAC is co-chaired by the Director of Light Rail Operations and Director of Light Rail Maintenance. Thecommittee oversees the final stages of developing test procedures, Rules and Procedures forconducting test operations, testing installations and witnessing contractor test/review of test results.Finally, with turnover of the Rail Project to the Light Rail Department, SacRT assures continuity andsafety in its projects.Some of the more specific responsibilities include:
 Resolving problems discussed at RAC meetings.
 Review and approve operations and maintenance plans.
 Review and approve Rules and Procedures.
 Preparing staffing and cost level.
 Ensuring readiness through emergency drills.
 Monitoring Construction Installation.
 Managing work performance of Rail Start-Up (i.e. Training and Operational Readiness).

3.5 Continuous Quality ImprovementThe Quality Management Process includes three (3) distinct methods:
1. Prospective Quality Management is used in the design and implementation phase of a projectprocess or policy, to increase the likelihood of success. Activities include training, education,and procedure development.
2. Concurrent Quality Management is used to provide “real-time” feedback and coaching, duringperformance of the monitored activity. Examples of this include compliance checks, ridechecks, and video observation.
3. Retrospective Quality Management is used to review prior performance, to identify areas forimprovement. Those areas are then moved to the prospective quality management process fordevelopment.Combined, these three (3) methods and six (6) Safety Assurance Elements serve as the basis for thecontinuous quality improvement process. Data informed decision making will be used to identifyareas of improvement. This includes review of operating, maintenance rules, and procedures that
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affect safety will be reviewed for effectiveness, and a determination made regarding the need to bemodified.
3.5.1 Metrics, Benchmarks, and Goal SettingRevisions of policies and procedures will include the development of metrics and benchmarks whichwill be used to evaluate the efficacy of the policy or procedure, and identify the need for change.Information from compliance checks will be used to develop metrics; establish benchmarks; anddevelop goals for continuous improvement.Data used to develop benchmarks will be obtained from the following:

 Workers Compensation Loss Runs
 US Bureau of Labor Statistics
 American Public Transportation Association (APTA)
 Federal Transportation Agency-National Transportation Database (NTD)SacRT’s transportation safety performance measures are based on the measures established underthe National Public Transportation Safety Plan. These measures will be evaluated over a fiscal yearperiod with a baseline year being Fiscal Year 2021 (7/1/2020-6/30/2021)

RAIL METRICS, BENCHMARKS, AND GOALS – LIGHT RAIL
Performance Measures TargetsFatalities 0Fatality Rate Per 100,000 Revenue Miles 0Reportable Injuries > 10% Reduction of previous year’s NTD reportednumbersReportable Injuries Rate Per 100,000 RevenueMiles Based on Total Reported InjuriesReportable Safety Events > 10% Reduction of previous year’s NTD reportednumbersReportable Safety Events Rate Per 100,000Revenue Miles Based on Total Reported Safety EventsSystem Reliability Light Rail(mean distance between major mechanicalfailures) > 10% Increase in System Reliability based onprevious year’s NTD reported numbers
BUS METRICS, BENCHMARKS, AND GOALS – SACRAMENTO & ELK GROVEPerformance Measures TargetsFatalities 0Fatality Rate Per 100,000 Revenue Miles 0Reportable Injuries > 10% Reduction of previous year’s NTD reportednumbersReportable Injuries Rate Per 100,000 RevenueMiles Based on Total Reported InjuriesReportable Safety Events > 10% Reduction of previous year’s NTD reportednumbersReportable Safety Events Rate Per 100,000 Based on Total Reported Safety Events
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Revenue MilesSystem Reliability Motor Coach(mean distance between major mechanicalfailures) > 10% Increase in System Reliability based onprevious year’s NTD reported numbers
BUS METRICS, BENCHMARKS, AND GOALS –COMMUNITY BUS SERVICES & SMART RIDEPerformance Measures TargetsFatalities 0Fatality Rate Per 100,000 Revenue Miles 0Reportable Injuries > 10% Reduction of previous year’s NTD reportednumbersReportable Injuries Rate Per 100,000 RevenueMiles Based on Total Reported InjuriesReportable Safety Events > 10% Reduction of previous year’s NTD reportednumbersReportable Safety Events Rate Per 100,000Revenue Miles Based on Total Reported Safety EventsSystem Reliability Motor Coach(mean distance between major mechanicalfailures) > 10% Increase in System Reliability based onprevious year’s NTD reported numbers
BUS METRICS, BENCHMARKS, AND GOALS – SacRT GO*Performance Measures TargetsFatalities 0Fatality Rate Per 100,000 Revenue Miles 0Reportable Injuries > TBD Reduction of previous year’s NTD reportednumbersReportable Injuries Rate Per 100,000 RevenueMiles Based on Total Reported InjuriesReportable Safety Events > TBD Reduction of previous year’s NTD reportednumbersReportable Safety Events Rate Per 100,000Revenue Miles Based on Total Reported Safety EventsSystem Reliability Motor Coach(mean distance between major mechanicalfailures) > TBD Increase in System Reliability based onprevious year’s NTD reported numbers
*New service baseline being established

METRICS, BENCHMARKS, AND GOALS – VIOLENCE AGAINST OPERATORS*Performance Measures TargetsFatalities 0Fatality Rate Per 100,000 Revenue Miles 0Reportable Injuries > TBD Reduction of previous year’s NTD reportednumbersReportable Injuries Rate Per 100,000 RevenueMiles Based on Total Reported InjuriesReportable Events > TBD Reduction of previous year’s NTD reported
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numbersReportable Events Rate Per 100,000 RevenueMiles Based on Total Reported Safety Events
*New metric, needs one (1) year data to establish baseline

3.5.2 Coordination with State and Metropolitan Planning Organizations49 CFR, Part 673, the “Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan Regulation” requires SacRT make theirStrategic Performance Targets (SPT) available to their State and Metropolitan Planning Organizations(MPOs) (§ 673.15(a)). That agency would be SACOG for SacRT. SacRT also must coordinate with Statesand MPOs in the selection of State and MPO safety performance targets, to the maximum extentpracticable (§ 673.15(b)).During this coordination process, to ensure consistency across the transportation modes representedin the state/regional planning process, States and MPOs may request that transit agencies use specifictime periods for “total number” SPTs and specific Vehicle Revenue Mile (VRM) values for rate-basedStrategic Performance Targets.When establishing SPTs for total numbers, SacRT considers the total number of fatalities, injuries, andsafety events they expect to experience per year (calendar, fiscal, or NTD reporting year). The annualtimeframe may be established to ensure consistency with the state/regional planning process.Likewise, in setting rates per VRM, SacRT may use total annual VRM, or another number (e.g. 100,000VRM, 1,000,000 VRM, or 10,000,000 VRM) as needed for consistency with state/regional planningrequirements.SacRT tracks the following current NTD metrics that will be used as a baseline to determine theStrategic Performance Targets:
 Light Rail

o Fatalities
o Fatalities per total revenue mile
o Injuries
o Injuries per total revenue mile
o Safety Events (Evacuations, fires, etc.)
o Safety Events per total revenue mile
o System Reliability (Mean distance between failures)

 Motor Bus
o Fatalities
o Fatalities per total revenue mile
o Injuries
o Injuries per total revenue mile
o Safety Events (Evacuations, fires, etc.)
o Safety Events per total revenue mile
o System Reliability (Mean distance between failures)

 Demand Service
o Fatalities
o Fatalities per total revenue mile
o Injuries
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o Injuries per total revenue mile
o Safety Events (Evacuations, fires, etc.)
o Safety Events per total revenue mile
o System Reliability (Mean distance between failures)The data is currently tracked and reported to the FTA through the National Transit Database (NTD).The responsibility to report the required data is shared between Planning, Finance, and Safety.

3.5.3 Safety Data Acquisition and AnalysisThis function involves collecting and analyzing safety-related data in order to identify areas thatrequire improvement. Trend analysis is also performed as a means of identifying causes of accidentsand occupational injuries. Analysis addresses accident variables, procedures, human factors,environmental conditions, and other factors. A formal link has been established between the SafetyData Acquisition/Analysis function data to support the areas identified for improvement.The Safety Data Acquisition/Analysis Function also involves acquiring technical information and datafor use in the Design Review and the System Modification Review and Control Functions. Sources forsuch data include, but are not limited to, the following:
 American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
 American Railway Engineering and Maintenance Association (AREMA)
 American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
 American Public Transportation Association (APTA)
 National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
 California Code of Regulations (CCR)
 California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)
 Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)
 Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
 Safety Data Sheets (SDS)
 Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
 SacRT Accident and Employee Injury DataOther data sources include building codes, professional society guidelines and others. Safety data isexchanged with other transit systems and is provided to external agencies as required. Safetyprovides required safety statistics to the California Public Utilities Commission and to the Departmentof Industrial Relations. The Safety Department reports statistical information to the Federal TransitAdministration.The Safety Department has access to accident data utilizing the IRIS database. Safety can performvarious analyses and provide information to other departments utilizing this software. Similarly, RiskManagement maintains claims data and provides analyses and reports on request. Exposure trendsand recommendations are reported to SacRT management. The following are some of the core safetyinformation reports that are available to all concerned departments:
 OSHA recordable injury rate
 Lost time cases
 Severity rate
 Days Away Restricted or Transferred (DART) Rate
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 Injuries by department
 Injuries by job title
 Employee claims by injury type
 Injuries by day of week
 Accident by description
 Accident by category
 Accident by location
 Accident by day of week
 Accident by seniority
 Accident by type
 Accident by time of day
 Accident frequency per 100,000 miles
 Accident by routeThe Key Performance Indicators for reduction of employee lost time injuries per 100 employees, andbus/rail accidents are established using the latest available Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) data forthe SIC or NAICS code.
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Safety	Promotion
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4 CommunicationSacRT Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan (PTASP), Organizational Safety Policies (OSPs),including all changes in policies or procedures are communicated to all SacRT personnel, managers,and executives, as well as SacRT contractors and to the Board of Directors. The PTASP and OSPs areaccessible at:
 SacRT Intranet – SacRT personnel may access the PTASP and OSPs electronically at theSafety Division intranet website.
 SacRT Internet – SacRT contractors may access the PTASP and OSPs electronically at theSacRT internet website.
 Employee Handbook – All existing employees will be provided access to the PTASP andOSPs.
 Safety Bulletin Boards – Changes to the PTASP and OSPs are posted on each Safety BulletinBoard located at each SacRT Division, where applicable.
 New Employee Orientation – The PTASP and OSPs are presented at the new employeeorientation process.

4.1 Safety Risk CommunicationSacRT personnel will have access to view the risk register and the status of corrective action plans(CAPs). The access will be through SacRT Intranet.The following methods or processes are used to convey information on hazards and safety risksrelevant to the roles and responsibilities of various personnel:
 Pre-shift briefings
 Pre-task briefings
 Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) review
 Departmental Bulletin Boards
 Bulletins
 Notices
 Safety Data Sheets
 Chemical Hazard Analysis
 Toolbox Talks
 Training Programs
 InformaCast AnnouncementsOther methods of risk communication includes the labor management committees or safetycommittees.

4.2 SSOA CommunicationThe Safety Department will serve as the SacRT single point of contact (SPOC) for communication withthe SSOA. Required notification to the SSOA includes:
 2-Hour Notification of reportable events as defined by the CPUC General Order 164 (currentseries)
 Notification of investigation

o Final Investigation Report must be completed within 60 days
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o Interim status report every 30 days for reports which take more than 60 days
o Notify SSOA when additional investigation is conducted by an investigation team orpanel performing interviews, questioning witnesses, or conducting inspections,measurements, examinations, or tests, etc. as part of the investigation beyond theinitial on scene investigation
o Provide for SSOA’s participation to the fullest extent possible in accidentinvestigations, and make all information related to the accident investigation,including data from event recorders, available to SSOA for review.

 Safety Risks with a risk assessment code (RAC) of unacceptable
o This notification will be as soon as is practicable

 Monthly Service Records and Event and/or Hazard and Corrective Action Plan (MSREHCAP)Summary
 Internal safety  and security audit schedule
 Internal safety and security audit certification letter
 Annual PTASP review and modification notification
 Proposed Corrective Action Plan (CAP) resulting from:

o Final Investigation Report (FIR) of rail reportable events;
o SSOA Inspection;
o Triennial audit findings
o Internal audit findings

 Monthly status updates of CAPs under regulatory oversight by the SSOA
 Safety Certification Plan
 Rail Related SOP changes and notices

4.3 Safety Management System CommitteesThe Safety Management System (SMS) Committee is comprised of professionals drawn from SacRT,Consultants and Contractors in order to provide a proactive, multi-disciplinary approach to supportthe development, implementation and operation of SacRT’s safety promotion.SacRT will conduct the following meetings, chaired by a member of the Safety Department, at leastquarterly to review the safety risk register, corrective action plans, and SMS metrics:
 Bus SMS Committee includes members from:

o Bus Operations Department
o Bus Maintenance Department
o Facilities Maintenance Department
o Engineering Department
o Risk Management Department
o Safety Department
o Police Services

 Light Rail SMS Committee includes members from:
o Light Rail Operations Department
o Light Rail Vehicle Maintenance Department
o Wayside Maintenance Department
o Facilities Maintenance Department
o Engineering Department
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o Risk Management Department
o Safety Department
o Police Services
o SSOA

4.4 TrainingEmployee safety training programs are developed to comply with federal, state and local regulatoryrequirements. The Safety Department develops these programs, facilitates implementation by otherdepartments and monitors the programs.SacRT has implemented the following Employee Safety Training Programs for personnel:
Training LRV

Maintenance
Wayside
Maintenance

Facilities
Maintenance

Bus
Maintenance

Bus
Operations

LRV
Operations

Other
PersonnelInjury andIllnessPreventionProgram (IIPP)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
HazardCommunicationProgram Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes AwarenessLevel
SMS OrientationProgram Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
AsbestosAwarenessProgram Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
First Aid, CPR, &AED training Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Job dependent
BloodbornePathogens/Infection PreventionProgram

Yes Yes Yes Yes AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel
Job HazardAnalysis AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevelHazardousMaterialsManagement Yes Yes Yes Yes AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel
Universal WasteManagement Yes Yes Yes Yes AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevelSpill Prevention,Control, andCountermeasures

Yes Yes Yes Yes AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel
Lockout -Tagout Program Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Job dependent
ElectricalWorker Safety Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Job dependentQualified No Job No Job No No No
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Training LRV
Maintenance

Wayside
Maintenance

Facilities
Maintenance

Bus
Maintenance

Bus
Operations

LRV
Operations

Other
PersonnelElectricalWorkerTraining dependent dependent

PersonalProtectiveEquipment Yes Yes Yes Yes AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel
Heat IllnessAwareness andPrevention Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Job dependent
RespiratoryProtectionProgram Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Job dependent
HearingConservationProgram Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Job dependent
Fall ProtectionProgram Jobdependent Jobdependent Jobdependent Jobdependent No No Job dependent
Confined SpaceSafety Program No Jobdependent Jobdependent No No No Job dependent
Aerial WorkPlatformOperatorTraining

No Jobdependent Jobdependent No No No Job dependent
PoweredIndustrial TruckOperatorTraining

Jobdependent Jobdependent Jobdependent Jobdependent No No No
BusinessContinuity andRecovery Plan AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel Training LevelJob dependent
ContagiousDiseaseResponse Plan AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel AwarenessLevel Training LevelJob dependent
Drug andAlcohol Policy Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Job dependent
On-Track SafetyProgram Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Job dependent
PersonalElectronicDevices (PED)Procedure

Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Job dependent
RoadwayWorkerProtectionProgram

Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Job dependent

Personnel who conduct safety audits and examinations of public transportation systems and thosewho are directly responsible for safety oversight of public transportation agencies are also required tocomply with the Public Transportation Safety Certification Training Program requirements. The
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training program includes the following training provided through the FTA’s Transportation SafetyInstitute.Personnel who fill any of the positions listed below have three (3) years from their appointment to theposition to complete the available training.The training for rail personnel who conduct safety audits and examinations includes:
Job SMS

Awareness
Training

SMS Safety
Assurance

SMS Principles
for Transit

Transit Rail
System Safety

Effectively
Managing
Transit
Emergencies

Transit Rail
Incident
Investigation

Director of LightRail Operations Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Director of LightRail Maintenance Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Light RailOperationsSuperintendent Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Light Rail VehicleMaintenanceSuperintendent Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Light Rail WaysideMaintenanceSuperintendent Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Police ServiceSuperintendent Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Light RailTransportationSupervisor Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Light Rail VehicleMaintenanceSupervisor Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Light Rail WaysideMaintenanceSupervisor Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Police ServiceSupervisor Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
CSO & SafetyDepartmentPersonnel Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

The training for bus personnel who conduct safety audits and examinations includes:
Job SMS

Awareness
Training

SMS Safety
Assurance

SMS Principles
for Transit

Transit Bus
System Safety

Effectively
Managing
Transit
Emergencies

Transit Bus
Incident
Investigation

Director of BusOperations(includes CBS andSacRT GO)
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Director of Bus Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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MaintenanceBus OperationsSuperintendent Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bus MaintenanceSuperintendent Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
BusTransportationSupervisor Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bus MaintenanceSupervisor Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
CSO & SafetyDepartmentPersonnel Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

4.5 Refresher TrainingPersonnel who have previously completed training required by the Public Transportation SafetyCertification Training Program must complete refresher training every three (3) years. Developmentof the refresher training requirement will be completed in consultation with the SSOA.
4.6 Safety Training RecordsSafety training records are maintained electronically, in compliance with the SacRT Record RetentionPolicy.
4.7 Toolbox TalksSacRT will provide a standardized monthly safety related toolbox topics, distributed to eachmaintenance department by the Safety Department. Each department will distribute, and present thetoolbox talks to their personnel.
4.8 Public Safety TrainingAn On-Track Safety program has been developed for contractors working on or near rail tracks. Thepurpose of this program is to prevent accidents and casualties caused by moving LRVs or roadwaymaintenance machines striking roadway workers or roadway maintenance machines.This program prescribes minimum safety standards for roadway workers. Each contractor mayprescribe additional or more stringent operating rules, safety rules, and other special instructions thatare consistent with this program.This program prescribes safety standards related to the movement of roadway maintenance machineswhere such movements affect the safety of roadway workers. Employees, and Contractors prior toworking within ten (10) feet of the rail tracks are required to attend the SacRT's On Track SafetyProgram.SacRT maintains electronic records for persons, and organizations that have received On-Track Safety(OTS) training.Completion of contactor OTS training is verified by the Safety Department as the final component ofthe Track Warrant Permit process.
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4.9 Drug and Alcohol ProgramThe SacRT Drug and Alcohol Program Policy defines the methods of compliance to promote a drugand alcohol-free workforce. The program is in compliance with 49 CFR Part 655.
4.10 Hazard Resolution Fire Life Safety Committee (HRFLSC)SacRT will at least annually hold a HRFLSC meeting to review and coordinate with emergencyservices, utility companies, and public works to offer On-Track Safety training, system/facilitychanges, familiarization with accessing and safely working around the SacRT system.
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Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan (PTASP)

• PTASP required by FTA and CPUC
• Explains SacRT’s Safety Processes
• Data-driven approach to manage hazards
• Includes performance measures and targets
• Draft plan coordinated with internal stakeholders and provided

training

• Based on Safety Management System (SMS) Principles
Four Components to SMS:
1. Safety Management Policy
2. Safety Risk Management
3. Safety Assurance
4. Safety Promotion



Safety Management System Components

Safety
Management

Policy

• Assigns
authorities,
accountabilities,
and
responsibilities
for all SacRT
staff

• Integration with
Emergency
Management

• SMS
Documentation
and Records

Safety Risk
Management

• Safety Hazard
Identification

• Safety Risk
Assessment

• Safety Risk
Mitigation

Safety Assurance

• Safety
Performance
Monitoring and
Measurement

• Management of
Change

• Continuous
Improvement

Safety Promotion

• Safety Training
Program

• Safety
Communication



SacRT’s Safety Performance Measures



Safety’s Plan Forward

Deadline for PTASP: December 31, 2020

Steps:
1. Safety staff has reviewed and commented on initial

draft

2. Other affected stakeholders comment period on initial
draft

3. Submit final draft for comments

4. Submit final draft to CPUC for  approval.

5. Presentation to Board for approval (October 26, 2020)

6. Board votes on PTASP (Final version October 26,
2020)

7. Role out PTASP effective November 1, 2020


